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I. General Pre-Requisites 
A. Definitions 

Before we start, here are a few terms definition and typo that are used in this documentation, to iron out 
some possible confusion, and simplify forthcoming technical descriptions.  

Plugin  (Uppercased initial): This is the Plugin in its whole, as a software solution. It can be used for the 
binary file, the process that runs it, or the global architecture of the software. It’s always singular when we 
talk about our solution, and occasionally plural when we talk about all Plugins generalities they must conform 
to. 

plugin (s) (Lowercase initial): This is a plugin object implemented in the Plugin. There are many such plugin 
objects in every Plugins. Each implement a plugin object Interface, described by Retail Pro 9 Type Library. 
They have properties and events that RP9 knows how to handle.  

PSP: Pasquier Software Productions (SARL), the developer of the GlobalBlue Plugin solutions and writer of 
this documentation.  

Tools : The Plugin is accompanied by a few PSP applications used by technicians that have to deal with the 
Plugin solution. While not strictly necessary, they facilitate the deployment, configuration and maintenance of 
Plugins in general and/or GlobalBlue Plugins in particular. They can be used freely by any member of 
GlobalBlue teams, or distributors of Retail Pro 9 solutions, but they remain the property of PSP, and will not 
be documented, maintained or improved past the strict requirements of the Plugin solution, or PSP free will.  

Package : A package is a sort of dll, or code Library. On OS parlance, a Library (.dll or .bpl) is also named a 
Module . The package term, which encompasses totally the Module definition, and then adds some, is from 
Delphi development environment. It also encompasses the notion of ‘Logical group of code Units’, which is 
usually absent from other development environments (C and derived). A Delphi application or Dll can be 
compiled using two different methods concerning Packages.  

Either the application/Dll (referred as the binary) is compiled to INCLUDE the packages code and data it 
NEEDS directly in the binary (which will be big, but not as big as the sum of all required packages). 

Or the binary is compiled to USE the packages Libraries, in which case the binary will be small but will 
require deployment of the Packages as dependencies. Each process using packages this way will share the 
code and the constant data at a system level. If a process is using (loading) more than one package also 
relying on a same package, all the memory space of the multi-required package is SHARED inside a same 
process. That is so when for example GlobalBlue v2 and v3 Plugins need to coexist in the same RP9 setup, 
or with customer Plugins made by PSP on behalf of other RP9 solutions distributors. 

The second form – being more efficient and consistent when we consider the solution as a whole, Plugins 
and tools included, and maybe more than a couple Plugins made by PSP – has been chosen as a main 
method of releasing Plugins. Doing the other way if really necessary is always a compilation option away. 

Setup package : A Setup executable, self-installing archive regrouping binaries, default configuration or 
resources files, etc… It will automate tasks to perform during installation or uninstallation of a Plugin release 
or a consistent pack of dependencies. Not to be confused with the above Package definition, even if most of 
the time a Setup package will include a few Packages .BPL files. 

Module : In the Plugin architecture, it is a logical group of units working together for a common purpose. 
They can of course communicate with other modules, either as Server or Clients, or both ways when they 
are closely related. 

It can be a functional module (application hi-level), a support module that provides mid-level Core methods 
to link with other elements of the Plugin environment, or an entry-point module (a specific mid-level support 
module that is more often calling the functional modules than the other way). 

PSPUtils (.bpl): A package on which stand the Plugin and all accompanying tools. It’s a very important file in 
the Plugin solution architecture, also referred as the Core . 

Context : Each Plugin dll or Tool application has its own context in PSPUtils. It regroups all parameters and 
dynamic data that may be used or modified by PSPUtils generic objects and methods, specific to each 
Plugin/Tool. 
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The first thing generally done in most plugins entry points is to point the PSPUtils context to the specific 
Plugin context, so that every other subsequent PSPUtils methods call will operate on this context, without the 
need to always pass the same parameter sets. 

COM: Microsoft COM – Component Object Modeling – Technology, on which all RP9 Plugins are based. 

GUID: Global Unique ID, used by COM technology, to identify at OS-level a COM Library or Class. 

Form : In Delphi environment, that is one application window. We use the term form or window without 
distinction. Almost all forms displayed by the Plugin are modal, which means they stack on top of previous 
forms and must be closed before actions on forms below can be operated by the user (including RP9 main 
window that initiated the plugin call).  

B. Retail pro 

The Plugin is a COM Library conforming to Retail Pro 9 Plugins API, as defined in the type library shipped 
with Retail Pro 9 ‘Plugins.tlb’  v1.2 (usually in C:\RetailPro9\Plugins\Plugins.tlb). 

As long as the Plugin library is dutifully registered in the OS like any COM library/classes, and the plugin 
manifest file is copied in the \Plugins directory of Retail Pro 9, the latest will be able to load the Plugin 
.dll, and start creating API objects implemented by the Plugin and call their properties/methods.  

As far as the Plugins API is concerned, all Retail Pro versions 9.2 and above can load and use the Plugin.  

C. Oracle 

The V3 Plugin relies intensively on direct DB connectivity, and while it can connect to Oracle 9i (used by old 
versions of Retail Pro 9), some of the queries will not return consistent field types and therefore the Plugin 
will not be able to work correctly with Oracle 9i and those Retail Pro versions that use it. Only Oracle 11g 
used by 9.2 R2 and above will return the expected field types. 

If the need for supporting these old versions arise, it is possible to make special versions of the Plugin 
specifically targeting Oracle 9i. 

D. OneInterface 

The V3 Plugin can work with OneInterface UPI 3.0 and 3.1, depending on some parameters in the 
GlobalBlue3.INI file. It supports both TFS and PAY functions. 

E. Libraries 

The Plugin dll needs some libraries upon which it is built, called .BPL files. Almost all are Delphi (the 
developing environment) or third-party components/libraries, and are regrouped in a setup package: 
Setup Delphi XE Runtimes (PSP selection) 1.5.exe 

These BPLs (stands for Borland Package Library) will most often not change between different versions of 
the Plugin, and are not needed to be re-installed when the Plugin is upgraded. If at some point it is the case 
anyway, because one of the libraries needs to be upgraded for advanced functionalities, this will be clearly 
specified in the accompanying release notes. 

The only BPL needed by the Plugin that is not regrouped with this package, is PSPUtils.bpl, as it is a 
proprietary library of PSP, which is always shipped with each Plugin release setup. The reason being that it 
is upgraded almost continuously with each new plugin versions that needed changes in the core 
functionalities (it contains every code specific to PSP tools and environment that is not specific to the V3 
Plugin itself). 

The Plugin (in fact PSPUtils package) also needs another dll library, TMPrint.dll, implementing the core 
rendered receipt printer engine, which is very rarely modified and also shipped with any Plugin that uses it. 

F. Plugin Directory 

The base directory where the Plugin will load and save all its files, also named %PluginDir%. By default: 
%RetailPro9Dir%\Plugins\%PluginName%\ or in this case C:\RetailPro9\Plugins\GlobalBlue3\ 
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II. How the Plugin works 
A. Overall System Architecture 

1. Loading of the Plugin 

The Plugin consist of a single GlobalBlue3.dll file, implementing some API objects defined in Retail Pro 9 
Plugins Type Library (C:\Retail Pro 9\Plugins\Plugins.tlb). In order to be loaded by RP9, it needs to 
be ‘registered’ in the system that executes RP9. This creates in the OS registry a link between an object type 
(identified by its GUID) and a library that implements it (the dll). 

We add a Manifest file in C:\Retail Pro 9\Plugins, usually named after the .dll, in our case 
GlobalBlue3.MNF. These .MNF files are searched by RP9 in its Plugins directory, and each contains the 
GUID of a plugin Discover object.  
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A Discover object of each Plugin found is then created by RP9, which then calls its unique function, returning 
all the other plugin object classes GUID the Plugin implements. RP9 will create one object of each plugin 
class it finds, and initialize them. That’s just after that initialization is done on all Plugins that RP9 starts its 
login procedure. At this point, each Plugins’ plugins are prepared to be called from RP9 process as it fits it. 

Those plugin objects and their methods are the entry points of the Plugin, the only ones if we exclude the 
DLL/COM specific entry points used by the OS during the library initialization or registration. We won’t talk 
about those system entry points in this documentation, it’s too technical and not specifically relevant to any 
RP9 Plugin, much less this one in particular. PSPUtils completely levels the technical aspects of a Plugin 
initialization and can bring up in one line of code a whole RP9 Plugin environment including context 
awareness, logs, and root mechanisms such as DB connectivity, dialogs/forms management and 
configuration structures. Some Plugins-specific advanced monitoring/debug functionalities accessible 
through the tools are also integrated in this common environment. 

2. Configuration of the Plugin 

The Plugin configuration is loaded before the Discover object is created, so right after the Dll is loaded by 
Retail Pro 9, before its Login stage. 

That has an immediate impact on the list of plugin objects GUID that is returned by the 
Discover.PluginsGUID method. Some plugin objects that are only used by either PAY or TFS solutions are 
deactivated at the lowest level if the parameters loaded for this workstation do not include either of these 
options, or if the Plugin is totally deactivated. Their GUIDs will not be passed to Retail Pro, which won’t 
create the plugin objects and call their methods. It will be exactly as if the Plugin wasn’t there, concerning 
those objects and entry points.  

Retail Pro 9 needs to be restarted after any change in the activation of the Plugin, or of one of its two key 
solutions.  

While there are some aspects of the Plugin configuration that must be done directly from the GlobalBlue3.Ini 
file (that will be explained in details later), most of the Plugin configuration is done through a Configuration 
plugin object.  

Its unique method is called when the user goes into RP9 “Workstation Parameters”, ‘User Interface Plugs-In” 
and double click on the “GlobalBlue OneInterface v3.x - Configuration” line in the list. 

B. plugin objects & entry points 

1. Exported COM Classes 

As explained, other plugin objects (functional entry points), are created during the loading stage, declared by 
the Discover object’s PluginGUIDs function, instantiated and initialized by Retail Pro 9, through COM OS-
level technology. 

All these classes follow the standard RP9 plugins objects Type Library, and therefore implements a unique 
Interface. They are identified at OS-level by their Global Unique ID 

With the exception of the dll-specific and COM-specific special entry points, all functionalities of the plugin 
are called from RP9 as creation and/or events of these objects.  

Here is a list of all COM classes implemented in GlobalBlue Plugin, their GUID and RP9 Interface. Except 
IDiscover and IConfigure, all other RP9 Interface names end with ‘Plugin’ which is not reported below. Later 
in this documentation, we will refer to those plugins classes/objects without the ‘GB_’ prefix and ‘_Button’ 
suffix. 

 

Legend: 

Global plugins objects are always created, even if the Plugin is totally deactivated. 

Other plugins are created only if their corresponding modules are activated. 

  

Global TFS PAY TFS/PAY 
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plugin Class Name GUID Implements 
GB_Discover 8CED469C-2378-4E80-98AF-6F880D489DC0 IDiscover 
GB_Config DFF5CB98-614B-4907-8904-83A6D46A3DE9 IConfigure 
GB_TaxRefund_Button 7F5791F6-8F9F-4B13-BB3D-32229E8A4D71 ISideButton 
GB_TrackInvoice_Valid A2484865-98D1-4932-A1BE-0EC049FB783B IAttributeValidation 
GB_TFSReprint_Button 3D510398-1214-4492-A892-6EB7BF7DE46F ISideButton 
GB_InvoiceUpdate A0CD30EE-C1C4-4AA7-8768-3E0CC6032E6C IEntityUpdate 
GB_CC_Tender 26A2EF40-2631-4AE4-9287-B0A432EE6953 ITenderDialogue 
GB_SO_Tender 0EE95BC8-B0C2-459F-AFB8-7AFA601B23DB ITenderDialogue 
GB_LY_Tender B2587AC1-09BE-4FA0-9F44-6F3F6C3DDC49 ITenderDialogue 
GB_PrintInvoice 473459B7-0BA1-4756-8F69-D7736BBC6120 IPrint 
GB_SettleTender_Button 47E7B2B5-EE2B-496F-8328-62E9EDED6680 ISideButton 

2. Plugin Entry Points 

We enter the plugins Interface Objects module, and see what objects link the Plugin to RP9 flows and user 
actions. 

 

 

Most of the plugin objects have only one meaningful entry point - other methods being initializations methods 
or other common methods needed by either RP9 or PSPUtils plugin manager(s). 
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Such is the case of course of Discover that merely provide the list of the plugin objects GUIs that must be 
interfaced with RP9, during startup. The Config object only provides a direct access to the Configuration 
module opening the Configuration form. 

The buttons objects are also straightforward and will execute a Click method whenever the corresponding 
button is clicked, with no expected result returned to RP9. 

TrackInvoice_Valid will also have a unique purpose, which is allowing or blocking the change of the 
Invoice.TrackingNumber field. It is called by RP9 whenever this specific field value is changed on any 
Invoice document. The new value validation will be blocked if TFS is enabled and the change is made by the 
user, not the plugin. 

PrintInvoice will run a method each time an invoice is printed using RP9 DocDesigner printer engine. Before 
the document (XML of all fields) is sent to DocDesigner, the plugin changes that XML to suit the plugin 
needs. 

The TenderDialog plugins are providing user interface for actions on the tender list of an invoice, or sale 
order deposit, concerning a specific tender type (CreditCard RP9 tender type, or one other configurable 
tender type that is rerouted for the Loyalty special tender). All such plugin object implement 2 methods for 
creation and deletion of tenders of the defined type. 

And last, InvoiceUpdate object is the most complex plugin object interface used by the Plugin, and 
implements a few methods necessary for either the TFS, or PAY, or both. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note the ‘SKU File Generation’ functionality of the Plugin, called after each Invoice is saved, that is classified 
as a PAY sub-function (while technically pretty much an independent functionality). 
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III. Database 
A. Overview 

The Plugin store its own data in the same Oracle DB than RP9, in its own tables that must be created in the 
REPORTUSER schema. The tool DBManager that comes with the plugin setup is responsible for the 
creation of these tables during the setup procedure, and can be run later as an admin/SQL tool. 

The Database module of the Plugin is regrouping all the DB objects and operations: session (connection), 
tables and queries. 

When the Plugin loads, the session is opened on the DB using parameters from GlobalBlue3.Ini file, and 
possibly altered by some command line parameters. 

The tables and queries objects needed by the Plugin functions are then created, and most of them are 
filtered/parameterized and opened/queried accordingly to the workstation parameters. The corresponding 
datasets are then fully ready to be used by the Plugin. Some queries are not opened during 
configuration/loading time, as they are parameterized/queried  only when needed. 

 

The ‘entry point’ of the specific Workstation parameters in the DB is the GB_WORKSTATION table. During 
Plugin initialization, the Workstation name is read from OS (which returns the machine name executing RP9 
process – so the Citrix server in this kind of environment). This Workstation name can be altered with options 
and command line parameters to either take instead the value of the environment variable ‘CLIENTNAME’ 
(set in Citrix environment) or the WSNAME command line parameter also used by Retail Pro 9. 

This Workstation name (eventually replaced) is looked up in GB_WORKSTATION table. If found, then the 
DESK_ID field is used for this running process as the root of all configuration. If not, then the entry is created 
with the default DESK_ID=0 (which then links to the parameters for uninitialized/unconfigured Workstations). 

From the Desk, the plugin can find the Shop and the Country  

Desk, Shop and Country all have their own specific parameters stored directly in the corresponding record or 
in additional tables. Not exhaustively: 

Desk: Desk-Level Options, Printer Configuration, Services & Payments 

Shop: Shop-Level Options 

Country: Is Nation, Is Blocked, VAT Rates, TRED Bin Range, Fields Requirements 

There are also Global parameters tables, that store key data used by the Plugin. They can be set for all 
Country/Shop/Desk using the same DB: GB_TFS_FIELDS, GB_CARDS and GB_CURRENCY. 

A third group of tables are the OneI_Messages, Operations, Transactions, and Config_Updates tables, 
which store live data about what happened in the Plugin. The OPERATIONS table will store everything that 
is sent and received to/from OneInterface, and also the retry mechanism data. The TRANSACTION table 
store additional data concerning a decoded PAY Transaction (with a link with the Operation that created it). 
These two tables can grow quickly in size, storing large data. This will need attention in production, and 
maybe some archive/purge mechanism will have to be put in place. 
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B. Database Conceptual Model 

 

 
Primary Key Link Not Null 
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Link to GB_DESK_CONFIG

Link to CMS.CARDS (RP9)

Link to CMS.INVOICE (RP9) Link to GB_COUNTRY
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C. Tables details 

1. Static Tables 

These tables store global parameters for the plugin, which are created and loaded with default values by the 
DBManager during setup. They are never updated by the plugin during normal use, but one could easily 
change some values to tweak the Plugin functions (and sometimes the Plugin configuration screen will 
provide an interface to help it). 

GB_ONEI_MESSAGES 
Purpose Store OneI messages definitions, used by the Plugin to allow some common message 

handling. For all message kind, a message name and a response element name are 
set (used during XML request generation or XML response decoding). For only the 
messages related to automatic configuration, this table also add a Period of updates 
and a “Group Name” to which the parameters returned by this message applies to. 

Key Fields MSG_KIND : Hard coded integer constant identifying OneI messages 

Other Fields MSG_NAME, RESP_ELEMENT: Name of the main XML request element, and of the main 
response the Plugin will look for in return. 
PERIOD: Integer (days), used by the Plugin to calculate the next needed update date for 
this message. 
GROUP_NAME: String[10], display only.  

 

Initial data 

MSG_KIND MSG_NAME RESP_ELEMENT PERIOD GROUP_NAME 

0 Initialize Initialize   

1 GetDeskConfiguration DeskConfiguration 1 Desk 

2 GetGlobalConfiguration GlobalConfiguration 30 N/A (All) 

3 GetBlockedCountries BlockedCountries 7 Country 

4 GetCondensedTred CondensedTredTable 90 Country 

5 GetTraveller TouristInformation   

6 IssueRenderedCheque RenderedCheque   

7 VoidCheque VoidResult   

8 ReissueRenderedCheque RenderedCheque   

9 Payment Payment   

10 Settlement Settlement   

GB_TFS_FIELDS 
Purpose Fields usage description for TFS issuing. For each possible field, it stores the GB Host 

field name, data type, if it is displayed and editable in the TFS form, and Input/Display 
parameters (maximum length, relative position of the field) 

Key Fields TOPIC: Enumerated ( 0=INVOICE, 1=PRODUCT, 2=CUSTOMER, 3=OTHER ) 
FIELD_ID : Hard coded integer to identify the field by the Plugin (to customize the 
display of input controls, link their values to the XML request, and where to find the 
information from RP9 Customers) 

Other Fields FIELD_NAME: Name of the XML element 
COMP_NAME: “Name” of the plugin interface Component that will display/input the field. 
It is not really a name, but the Plugin knows how to find the proper component based on 
this field value, or how to access the data (ex. For list components, you can add ‘.1’ to 
the Comp_Name to get the code instead of the name of the selected element).  
DB_FIELD_NAME: For Customer fields, the name of the SQL field that will provide the 
information about the RP9 Customer associated to the invoice. This value is editable 
from the Plugin configuration (and must be verified against the RP9 Customer fields 
assignments). 
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DATATYPE: Enumerated hard coded data type (1=String, 3=Integer, 7=Amount, 9=Date, 
11=Date+Time), used for automatic convertions.  
Length: Integer, not used (intentionally, the maximum input length authorized) 

 

Initial data 

 

  

TOPIC FIELD_ID FIELD_NAME COMP_NAME DATA_TYPE DB_FIELD_NAME  

0 
 
 
 

Invoice 

1 GrossAmount  7 Amount  
2 VATRate   6 Float  
3 VATAmount  7 Amount  

4 NetAmount  7 Amount  
5 ReceiptDate  11 Date/Time  
6 ReceiptNumber  3 Integer  
7 ShopInvoiceNumber  3 Integer  
8 PaymentMethod  1 String  

1 
 
 
 

Product 

1 Quantity  6 Float  

2 UnitGrossAmount  7 Amount  
3 UnitVATAmount  7 Amount  
4 UnitNetAmount  7 Amount  
5 GoodDescription  1 String  
6 GoodDetailDescription  1 String  
7 GoodID  3 Integer  

8 ProductCode  1 String  

2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Customer 

1 Title Title 1 String TITLE 
2 FirstName FirstName 1 String FIRST_NAME 
3 LastName LastName 1 String LAST_NAME 
4 EmailAddress EmailAddress 1 String EMAIL_ADDR 

5 Phone Phone 1 String PHONE1 
6 Address Addr1 1 String ADDRESS1 
8 Zip ZIP 1 String ZIP 
9 City City 1 String ADDRESS3 
10 CountryName Country 1 String COUNTRY 
11 CountryCode Country.1 3 Integer COUNTRY_CODE 
12 DateOfBirth DateOfBirth 9 Date UDF1_DATE 

13 IdentityCardNumber IdentityCardNumber 1 String INFO2 
14 PassportNumISOCode Nationality.1 1 String  
15 PassportNumber Passport 1 String INFO1 
16 DepartureDate DepartureDate 9 Date  
17 ArrivalDate ArrivalDate 9 Date  
18 FinalDestinationCountryName FinalDestination 1 String  

19 FinalDestinationCountryCode FinalDestination.1 3 Integer  

3 
 
 

Other 

1 FreeText FreeText 1 String  
2 TourGuideNumber TourGuideNumber 1 String  
3 PurchaseDate  11 Date/Time  
4 ShopInvoiceNumber  3 Integer  

5 PaymentInfo RefundMethod 1 String  
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GB_FIELD_REQ 
Purpose Fields needed for TFS issuing, for a specified country. Used either to build the TFS form 

interface (in conjunction with the TFS_FIELDS table), or to prepare the TFS message. 

Key Fields REQ_ID: Integer , usually 0 (there is only one Field Requirement configuration created by the 
current plugin) 

Other Fields TRANSAC_DISPLAYED , TRANSAC_REQUIRED, PRODUCT_DISPLAYED , PRODUCT_REQUIRED, 
CUSTOMER_DISPLAYED , CUSTOMER_REQUIRED, OTHER_DISPLAYED , OTHER_REQUIRED: Bit fields 
(32bits each), to store Displayed/Required options for each fields of all 4 fields Topic. 

GB_COUNTRY_REQ 
Purpose The GB_COUNTRY_REQ table links the GB_COUNTRY and the GB_TFS_FIELD_REQ tables. 

It is the result of evolutions of the DB structure, as normally the relation between Country and 
Fields requirements is a 1-N relation, not N-N, so not needing an extra table. An optimized 
structure would put the Req_ID field directly in the GB_COUNTRY table, to allow an easy 
sharing of the same field requirements for more than one country in the same database. 

Key Fields COUNTRY_CODE: Integer 
REQ_ID: Integer  

 

Note about field requirements: current V3 plugin only manages ONE field requirements set for the whole 
database, as when the Country is set (either after a GetDeskConfiguration or a reload of the Plugin 
configuration) if the Req_ID is not already set in this table for that country, the default value of 0 is set. And 
there is no way to change the requirements set for the current country, from the configuration interface. 

As a direct result, having more than one country using TFS and coexisting in the same RP9 DB, will force 
the field requirements to be the same for all countries, as far as you only use the Plugin configuration UI. 
And changing some fields requirements from one RP9/Plugin will impact the field requirements on other 
workstation’s, even if not from the same Shop or even Country. 

If the Req_ID is set to another value for a country, directly in the DB, then the Plugin will be able to manage 
more than one field requirements set. 

GB_CARDS 
Purpose Store the Card Types list, with display label, link to RP9 Cards, and selection for manual input 

lists (Pre-Tx or Manual selection). The V3 plugin has a useful UI to help with this configuration. 

Key Fields CODE: String[2], the GB card code 

Other Fields LABEL : Display name in Pay screen 
DB_ID: Corresponding RP9 type in CMS.Credit_Card 
USED, PRE_TX: Booleans, set manually to true if the card type has to be listed in one or both 
lists) 
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2. Configuration tables 

These tables are the ones filled by the Automatic Configuration System from TFS server, to which have been 
added some related fields for the Desk/Shop Configuration. 

GB_CONFIG_UPDATE 
Purpose Store the updates data for all other auto-config tables. The Config System uses them to decide 

when a table must be updated, and to store the result of the update attempts. These checks are 
done for all tables once during the plugin initialization and once per day (midnight if the 
workstation is left open). 
It contains one row per Group_ID and Message Kind 

Key Fields MSG_KIND : Integer, OneI message internal ID  
GROUP_ID : Integer, it can be either a link to Desk_ID or Country_Code, depending on the 
message Kind 

Other Fields LAST_SUCCESS, LAST_ATTEMPT, NEXT_ATTEMPT : Date/Time stamps 
LAST_ERROR, ERROR_COUNT : Integer 

GB_DESK _CONFIG 
Purpose Store the Country and Shop codes for each Desk. This allows some other configuration 

parameters to be shared at a Shop or Country level, using GlobalBlue classification. Also 
contains the Desk-Level Options and Printer setup (manual configuration).  

From GetDeskConfiguration 

Key Fields DESKID : Integer 

Other Fields COUNTRY_CODE, SHOP_ID : Integer 
RP_STORE_CODE, RP_WORKSTATION _CODE : Integer, not used 
DESK_OPTIONS: Large string, store Desk options as XML 
RECEIPT_PRINTER_CONFIG: Store the selected printer driver OS configuration (Printer properties) 
as a binary large object 
ONEI_REF_COUNT: Independent message reference counter, for each Desk 

GB_SERVICE  
Purpose Store the Service data for each Desk. 

It contains one row per Desk_ID and Service_ID. 

From GetDeskConfiguration 

Key Fields DESK_ID , SERVICE_ID 

Other Fields DESCRIPTION : displayed in TFS service list 
MIN_PURCHASE : Float 

GB_SERVICE_PAYMENT 
Purpose Store the Service Payment data for each Desk. 

Contains one row per DeskID, ServiceID and Payment method 

From GetDeskConfiguration 

Key Fields DESK_ID : Integer 
SERVICE_ID : Integer  
PAYMENT_METHOD_ID : Integer 

Other Fields PAYMENT_CODE:   
PAYMENT_DESC: 
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GB_VAT_RATES  
Purpose Store the VAT Rates allowed per country 

From GetDeskConfiguration 

Key Fields COUNTRY_CODE : Integer 
VAT  : Float 

GB_COUNTRY 
Purpose Store country list, name, ISO codes, Nation flag 

From GetGlobalConfiguration 

Key Fields COUNTRYCODE : Integer 

Other Fields COUNTRYNAME, PHONE_PREFIX, ALPHA2, ALPHA3, IS_NATION: Country Data from TFS server 

GB_BLOCKED_COUNTRY 
Purpose List of blocked countries (per store) 

From GetBlockedCountries 

Update freq. 7 days 

Key Fields HOST_ COUNTRY_CODE: Integer, the Country Code of the current Desk/Shop 
COUNTRY_CODE: Integer, the Country Code of each country blocked for the Host Country 

GB_TRED_BIN_RANGE 
Purpose Store the BIN ranges used for TRED from a specified country 

From GetCondensedTred 

Update freq. 90 days 

Key Fields COUNTRY_CODE: Integer 
FROM_BIN: Integer 

Other Fields TO_BIN: Integer 

GB_SHOP_CONFIG 
Purpose Store the Shop information fields and Shop-Level Options 

Contains one row per DeskID, ServiceID and Payment method 

From GetDeskConfiguration 

Key Fields SHOP_ID : Integer 

Other Fields SHOP_LEGACY_NAME, SHOP_COUNTRY_CODE, SHOP_NAME1, SHOP_NAME2, SHOP_CITY, 
SHOP_ADDR1, SHOP_ADDR2, SHOP_ZIP: Data from TFS server 
SHOP_OPTIONS: Large string, store Shop options as XML 

GB_PREFERRED_COUNTRY 
Purpose List of preferred countries (per store), stored by the manual configuration GUI, used in TFS form 

Key Fields SHOP_ID : Integer 
COUNTRY_CODE : Integer 
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3. Live tables 

These tables are filled by plugin operations, and can (should) be regularly cleaned of old entries. 

GB_OPERATIONS 
Purpose Trace all operations made with the plugin on a workstation 

Key Fields OP_SID: Auto-Incremented Integer 

Alternate Key 
Fields 

DESK_ID : Integer 
OP_CODE : Integer 
DATETIME : DateTime 

Other Fields ONEI_REQUEST: Large string, store the full XML request sent to OneInterface 
ONEI_RESPONSE: Large string, store the full XML response from OneInterface 
SUCCESS: Boolean 
OP_REF: the original POSRef sent in the Request header. Used for retry. 
NEXT_RETRY: Next Retry Date/Time if Success is false, or Date/Time when the operation closed. 
RETRY_COUNT: Retry counter 

GB_TRANSACTION 
Purpose Detailed Payment Transaction 

Key Fields INVOICE_SID: RP9 Invoice SID 
DATE_TIME : String[14]= ‘YYYYMMDDHHMMSS’ 

Other Fields TX_TYPE: Integer (1=Sale, -1=Refund, 0=Void) 
IS_MANUAL _INPUT: Boolean 
AMOUNT, REFERENCE, AUTH_CODE, BARCODE_REF, TRACE_NUMBER: Transaction key fields 
TX_CARD_TYPE: GB card type code 
CARD_TYPE_NAME, CARD_EXP, CARD_PAN_LAST4: Card informations 
TX_RESP: XML response (or equivalent for manual transactions) 
IS_INSTALMENT: Boolean 
INSTALMENT_TYPE, INSTALMENT_NB_PAYMENTS, INSTALMENT: Instalment dialog results 
TRED: Boolean, true if the transaction card is eligible for Tax Refund 
OP_SID: Link to GB_OPERATIONS table 
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IV. Configuration Principles 
A. File based Configuration 

1. INI File 

The Plugin uses an INI File to load and store the root parameters that are not strictly related to the 
GlobalBlue solution but the libraries used by the Plugin, the Global parameters that will impact the Plugin 
behavior on a system-wide scale, or that simply cannot be stored in the database. 

That includes the DataBase connection parameters and queries configuration, the Debug system default 
settings, OneInterface/TFS protocols versions used, and some GUI settings persistent from one session to 
the next like some forms positions and size. 

This INI file is automatically created if not present during the first start of the Plugin. In that case, or If some 
parameters are missing, the default values hardcoded in the Plugin are used and saved.  

Debug system 
The Plugin uses a Debug system that can trace events both in a file and/or in a specific window.  

The latest option is very convenient when one want to monitor the Plugin in real-time, for testing or debug 
purpose, but is not desirable in production environment once the setup phase is finished.  

The File Debug is generally enabled, but there could be cases where one would want to disable it even in 
production environment (if, for example, the file logs are in a remote server, and writing so much data 
through network degrades the Plugin performance or the bandwidth is limited). 

The Debug system (File and Screen) can be globally disabled with a single option.  

[DEBUG] 
ENABLED=1     // Globally Enable/Disable the Debug system 
SCREEN_ON=0     // On-screen traces 
FILE_ON=1     // File logs 
DATE_TIME_FORMAT=mm/dd hh:nn:ss,zzz  // date/time format used in logs 
FILE=C:\RetailPro9\Plugins\GlobalBlue3\GlobalBlue3.LOG // Logs File name 
FONT=Raize     // Font used on-screen (Raize is a special font deployed with 
Delphi BPL Pack, which is compact and monospaced – perfect for traces) 
 
[frmDebug]      // Debug window size and position 
STATE=1      // retained from one session to the next 
WIDTH=2576     // These are shared for all RP9/Plugin instance 
HEIGHT=1616   
TOP=-8 
LEFT=-8 

Plugin buttons name and logo in Retail Pro 9 interf ace 
These GUI settings needs to be given to RP9 as soon as it is started, so they are not saved the same way 
as other GUI localization parameters (.UI files) 

[BUTTON_GB_REFUND] 
CAPTION=Tax Refund 
IMAGE=GB_Button.bmp 
[BUTTON_GB_SETTLE] 
CAPTION=Settle Transactions 
IMAGE=GB_Tender_Button.bmp 
[BUTTON_GB_TFS_REPRINT] 
CAPTION=Reprint Last TFS 
IMAGE=GB_Reprint_Button.bmp 
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Database 
The Database connection parameters can be changed when Retail PRO 9 DB are not standard. The Plugin 
can use either Oracle Client (OCI) or TCP/IP Direct mode. Depending on this connection mode, the connect 
string can be a little different, but both share some common parts. The DBName part, by default 
‘RPROODS’, can even be changed during load by the same command line switch used by Retail Pro 9 
(/DBXXXXX), without affecting the rest of the connect string. 

[ORACLE_RPROODS] 
OPTIONS_NET_CNX=0 
CONNECTSTRING=reportuser/report@%DBName% 
 
// TCP/IP Direct mode: we insert the IP address or hostname, followed by port 
// and DBName, all separated with semi-column 
OPTIONS_NET_CNX=1 
CONNECTSTRING=reportuser/report@localhost:1521:%DBName% 
CONNECTSTRING=reportuser/report@localhost::%DBName% // Using default port 
 

The next INI section lists all the SQL queries used by the Plugin, and eventually forces the saving of those 
SQL queries in files (now the default behavior), in %PluginDir%\DBManager\Query 

Changing those queries shouldn’t be necessary in most markets, but in some case, it could be (for example, 
the default queries are valid for VAT Taxes, but would need to be changed for the TFS to work when RP9 is 
configured using Sales Taxes). 

[DATABASE] 
FORCE_SQL_SAVE=1 
qryConfigUpdate=qryConfigUpdate.SQL 
qryCountries=qryCountries.SQL 
qryServicesPayment=qryServicesPayment.SQL 
qryCustomer=qryCustomer.SQL 
qryInvoiceItems=qryInvoiceItems.SQL 
qryInvoice=qryInvoice.SQL 
qryInvoiceTenders=qryInvoiceTenders.SQL 
qryInvoiceConso=qryInvoiceConso.SQL 
qryCountry=qryCountry.SQL 
qryInvoiceList=qryInvoiceList.SQL 
qryInvoiceShopNumber=qryInvoiceShopNumber.SQL 
qryOperations=qryOperations.SQL 
qryOperationsRetry=qryOperationsRetry.SQL 
qryCards=qryCards.SQL 
qryGBCards=qryGBCards.SQL 
qryTRED=qryTRED.SQL 
qryGBCardsPreTx=qryGBCardsPreTx.SQL 
qryTransactions=qryTransactions.SQL 
qrySBS=qrySBS.SQL 
qryVATMatch=qryVATMatch.SQL 

Plugin switches 
These are global parameters for the plugin, altering its behavior or display. 

[DEFAULT_CONFIG] 
CONFIG_TREE_CHECKBOX_COLUMN=2  // Config TreeView display of checkboxes 
WS_USE_ENV_CLIENTNAME=1  // Citrix defines %CLIENTNAME% environment variable that can 

// be used as replacement for the Workstation Name 
WS_USE_PARAM_WSNAME=1  // Override Workstation Name if /WSNAME command line switch is used 
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Protocols 
The Plugin can support more than OneInterface/TFS protocols, which versions must be set changing only 
the UPI_xxx_VERSION And MX_xxx_VERSION integer parameters. Some of the changes in behavior from 
one Protocol version to the next are softcoded (with the other parameters in the section like the namespaces 
or the Boolean values that must be used, while other changes are hardcoded. Which means that for future 
UPI/MX versions, setting the VERSION parameters to something not taken into account by the code will 
probably not be enough, but eventually could provide minimal functions. For this Plugin version, you can set 
UPI versions to 3.0.x or 3.1.x 

[ONE_INTERFACE] 
UPI_MAJOR_VERSION=3 
UPI_MINOR_VERSION=1 
UPI_SUB_VERSION=0 
NS_ONEI=https://dev.global-blue.com/oneinterface/UPI_%d_%d_%d 
UPI_BOOLEANS_3_1=false,true 
UPI_BOOLEANS_3_0=N,Y 
MX_MAJOR_VERSION=12 
MX_MINOR_VERSION=1 
NS_MX=https://dev.global-blue.com/gripsmx/xsd/v%2.2d_%2.2d 

GUI persistence 
Some Windows of the Plugin will store/load their position/size or other GUI elements selection status. These 
are saved on a Workstation basis, the name of the INI section being prefixed with the Workstation Name. 
This allows some degree of personalization of the Plugin to the user preferences. We have seen already that 
for the Debug “on screen” Windows, that one with the limitation of being common for all Workstations. 

The Configuration form is the first of the Plugin forms being able to load/store its position/size. It also 
load/store the last selected Config Group Navigation Panel (2:). 

[ORION2.frmConfig] 
STATE=0 
WIDTH=1147 
HEIGHT=906 
TOP=231 
LEFT=630 
PageIndex=0  // Selected Navigation Panel Index  
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2. PluginConfig.xml 

This file describes all options that will be displayed by the Plugin Configuration Tree (cf. V. Core Modules & 
Functional Configuration \ A. Configuration Tree), and saved for DESK and/or SHOP configuration. The 
Plugin only hardcoded the names of the options it needs, but not their relative place (which allows 
reorganization of options), and will adapt to the various attributes of each element in this file. By the mean of 
this file, the Configuration Tree is the only part of the Configuration form that is localizable (cf. ‘Display’ 
attribute). Default values (for Shop level) can be changed here as well. 

 

<Plugin Display='Activate Plugin' Type='B' Default='0' Expand='1'> 
  <Main Expand='1'> 
    <StoreInherited Display='Store Inherited Options' Type='B' Default='0'/> 
    <DebugVisible Display='Show Logs' Type='B' Default='0' Lvl='D' /> 
    <UserInterface Expand='1'> 
      <Language Type='S' Default='EN' Buttons='Edit=2,Save=1,Load=0' /> 
      <Skin Type='B' Default='0'> 
        <SkinTheme Display='Skin Theme' Type='L'/> 
      </Skin> 
      <DisplayTOCountDown Display='Display TO Countdown' Type='B' Default='1' Lvl='D' />   
    </UserInterface> 
    <OneInterface Lvl='S' Expand='1'> 
      <Connection Lvl='D' Expand='1'> 
        <Host Type='S' Default='localhost' /> 
        <Port Type='I' MaxValue='65535' Default='9123' /> 
      </Connection> 
      <Activation Lvl='D' Expand='1' Buttons='Initialize=5'> 
        <ActivationCode Display='Activation Code' Type='S' Length='20' 

Mask='AAAAA-AAAAA-AAAAA-AAAAA;1;' Default='_____-_____-_____-_____'/> 
        <POSID Display='POS ID' Type='S' Default='RPTFSONE'/> 
        <TillID Display='Till ID' Type='S' /> 
      </Activation> 
      <Init Expand='1'> 
        <InitTimeOut Display='Time-Out (s)' Type='I' MinValue='60' MaxValue='900' Default='60'/> 
        <InitShowSuccess Display='Show Success Message' Type='B' Default='1'/> 
        <Initialize Expand='1'> ... 
          <Prompt Display='Prompt' Type='B' Default='0'/> 
          <TermPrint Display='Terminal Printing' Type='B' Default='0'/> 
          <TaxFree Display='Tax Free' Type='B' Default='1'/> 
          <Loyalty Display='Loyalty' Type='B' Default='0' Ver='>=3.1'/> 
          <GiftCard Display='Gift Card' Type='B' Default='0' Ver='3.0'/> 
          <RenderReceipts Display='Rendered Receipts' Type='B' Default='1'/> 
        </Initialize> 
      </Init> 
    </OneInterface> 
... this is only a sample of the full file... 
  </Main> 
    <TFS Display='Use Tax Refund' Type='B' Default='1' Lvl='S' Expand='1'> 
      <TFSTimeOut Display='Time-Out (s)' Type='I' MinValue='30' MaxValue='900' Default='120'/> 
 <Consolidation Display='Use Consolidation' Type='B' Default='1'> 
     <ConsolidationPeriodUnit Display='Period Unit' Type='E' Values='Day|Month' Default='Month'/> 

<ConsolidationPeriod Display='Period' Type='I' MinValue='1' MaxValue='99' Default='1'/> 
 </Consolidation> 
 <TFSAutoFill Display='Auto-Fill If Client Found' Type='B' Default='0' Lvl='S'/> 
    </TFS> 
    <Payment Display='Use Payment' Type='B' Default='1' Lvl='D' Expand='1'> 
... this is only a sample of the full file... 
    </Payment> 
</Plugin>  
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An element in this file is represented as a node in the Tree View. It can have the following attributes : 

Name Value Type  Description  

Display String How this option will be displayed in the Tree View. If omitted, the element 
name is used. It can be freely changed or added without impact on the Plugin 
functions. 

Expand Boolean (0/1) Initial state of the node : 0=collapsed (default) / 1=expanded 

Lvl Char : ‘S’/’D’ S=Shop-level option / D=Desk-level option .  
If omitted, the option will be of the same level as its parent.  

Type Char: 
’S’/‘B’/’I’/’E’/’L’ 

S=String; B=Boolean; I=Integer; E=Enumerated; L=List 
B options will display in the TreeView with a checkbox. 
I options will display with a spinEdit when you enter its value column. 
E and L values are both edited in the TreeView with a combobox, the 
difference being that Enumerated have fixed possible values while Lists have 
dynamic possible values (the Plugin hardcode how to get the values for those 
specific options based on it name) 
You should not change that, the Plugin will complain if some options are not of 
the expected type. 

Default Type 
dependant 

Default value for the option. 

Buttons String List of action buttons displayed directly in the grid, separated by coma. Each 
item in the list is a in the form ‘HintText=ButtonImageIndex’. The order is 
important and shouldn’t be changed (it is what the Plugin uses with the option 
name to decide what to do if the button is clicked), the ImageIndex could be but 
without interesting result. You can change the HintText freely to localize. 

Ver String formula Determine for which UPI version this option should show. The value can 
represent either a version number (ex. ‘3.0’) to show the option when the UPI 
version is exactly the one specified (or any subversion) 
It can also be a formula with an operator before the version : ‘>=3.1‘ 

MinValue Integer For ‘I’ (Integer) options only, the minimum value 

MaxValue Integer For ‘I’ (Integer) options only, the maximum value 

Values String list For ‘E’ (enumerated) only, the possible values separated by ‘|’ 

Length Integer For ‘S’ (Strings) only, the maximum Length 

Mask String For ‘S’ (Strings) only, the input mask used for entry 
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3. ReceiptRTISchema.xml 

The ReceiptRTISchema.xml file controls the fields that can be printed in the invoices using DocDesigner 
layouts.  

It is a file already present in RetailPro9\Design\RTISchema, declaring all RetailPro9 fields of an invoice 
that can be printed. We can add our own fields here, and the Plugin is filling those specific field values in a 
BeforePrint event. 

We cannot simply replace this file with our own during the automated setup, as another plugin could already 
add its own fields. So it is copied in the Plugin data directory, and it is RP9 Distributors responsibility to 
merge GB fields in the unique RetailPro9\Design\RTISchema\ReceiptRTISchema.xml  

There are 2 kinds of lines that must be added: the ‘Fields Type Declaration’, and the Fields placement in the 
Schema hierarchy. 

To facilitate the merging process, the Type Declaration Lines are regrouped on top of the document, and the 
Fields  that must be added are in the PrintableTenders element type, both group of lines being 
encapsulated with a pair of XML comments starting with <!-- Global Blue 

 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<Schema name="Receipt" xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-data"  
  xmlns:dt="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:datatypes" SchemaVersion="0.5.1.1" root="RootItemReceipt"> 
<!-- Global Blue Fields Type Declaration / BEGIN --> 
    <AttributeType name="Receipt_merchantHeader1" dt:type="string" Label="GB_merchantHeader1" /> 
    <AttributeType name="BarcodeReference" BarCode="1" dt:type="string" /> 
    ... 
<!-- Global Blue Fields Type Declaration / END --> 
    ... 
    <ElementType name="RootItemReceipt"> 
    <ElementType name="PrintableTenders">  

... 
<!-- Global Blue Fields / BEGIN --> 

<attribute type="Receipt_merchantHeader1"/> 
… 

 <attribute type="LoyaltyField20"/> 
<!-- Global Blue Fields / END --> 
    </ElementType> 
    ... 
</Schema> 
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4. UI Files (User Interface Localization) 

The GUI of the Plugin is entirely localizable; with the exception of the Configuration interface which will 
remain in English - it would represent too much work of development, and of localization for each market, as 
this interface is huge and full of labels and grids. 

This is done with .UI files, technically the same format as .INI files. To ease modification of those .UI files, 
a tool has been developed, called UIEdit. It is shipped with the Plugin Tools package, not strictly necessary 
for the Plugin to work, but heavily recommended of course. PSP gives these tools freely for use by GB, all 
partners deploying the Plugin solution, and their customers. 

A .UI file is named after the Plugin Name (‘GlobalBlue3’), then (usually) the 2 letters code of the language 
to which the Localization file applies separated by a ‘.’ like a first extension, then the ‘.UI’ file type 
extension. 

Here is a sample of the content of this file as generated automatically by the Plugin with the default values 
(English), with the file named ‘GlobalBlue3.EN.UI’. It is divided into sections, each corresponding to one 
component of the GUI or a specific message the Plugin can display. 

[LOCALIZATION] 
CURRENCY=EUR 
CURRENCY_DECIMALS=2 
[MESSAGES] 
MSG_ECR_CONNECT_ERROR=Cannot connect to OneInterface.%\Check your parameters. 
MSG_BLOCKED_COUNTRY=Country %s is not elligible for Tax Refund ! 
MSG_EXPIRED=Expired Cheque : %d days old (%d maximum) 
[Form_Prompt.btnYes] 
CAPTION=&Yes 
[Form_Prompt.Message] 
FONT_NAME=MS Sans Serif 
FONT_SIZE=12 
FONT_STYLE=1 
FONT_COLOR=$00C08000 
[Form_ConsoList.vtInvoiceList] 
COL_COUNT=9 
... 
COL_6_ALIGN=0 
COL_6_WIDTH=278 
COL_6_TEXT=Customer 
COL_7_ALIGN=0 
COL_7_WIDTH=80 
COL_7_TEXT=ZIP Code 
COL_8_ALIGN=0 
COL_8_WIDTH=100 
COL_8_TEXT=Country 

Localization of OS formatting parameters 
The first sample section is the localization parameters of Currencies as set in the OS by default, used for all 
amounts formatting purposes. It has especially an impact on the amount entry display in the Transaction 
form of the Payment Plugin functionality. 
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Messages 
The second section is a list of all messages that can be displayed by the Plugin. The formatting can include 
‘%’ parameters, either to add line returns (‘%\’) or formatting of values specified by the Plugin code when it 
uses those messages. These format of values strings, for example ‘%d’ for decimal values or ‘%s’ for string 
values, follow all the Delphi ‘Format’ function specifications, which means that those parameters formatting 
can be altered or change place in the resulting string (and even not be included), but with some 
understanding of how it works. You can refer to this documentation : 

http://www.delphibasics.co.uk/RTL.asp?Name=Format 

The only real important thing to follow when altering messages that have such format elements, is that the 
values passed to the Format function are fixed in number, type and order, and you cannot try to format a 
value that is not there - ex Format(‘%d %d’,[Amount]) will result in an error - or of the wrong type 
supported by the formatting element - ex Format(‘%s’,[Amount]). But you could well change the default 
order or number of formatted element using index (starting from 0), for example this would display only the 
maximum number of days before a TFS cheque is expired: 

MSG_EXPIRED=Cannot reverse a TFS cheque after %1:d days 

GUI Elements 
The next sample sections show how to change some forms components visible aspects. The section name 
in itself is usually composed by a logical name of the form (not the real form internal code name, but close) 
followed by the real component name (usually prefixed with its type short mnemonic, also called 
Hungarian_notation). The type of the component will tell what parameters can be changed in the section, 
and how. 

Here is a list of common prefixes and related object types: 

btn: Button pnl: Panel lbl: Label chk: Checkbox 
 

First GUI element is a button (btnYes), you can only change its caption. Notice the ‘&’ preceding a keyboard 
shortcut key for the button. If you want to display the actual ‘&’ character, you have to put it twice: ‘&&’. 

Second element is the font, which is not prefixed as it is not really a component but only a sub object of the 
component (since this Message ‘component’ caption is dynamic, we do not want to be able to localize its 
content, but provide a way to change its font, size, style and color). 

The last element is a grid-like component (underlying component being a Virtual TreeView, hence the ‘vt’ 
prefix, but not used as a TreeView with nodes). In those components, you can change the number of 
columns, size, title and alignment. 
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B. Integrated Configuration Interface 

1. Overview and Main Configuration Tree 

The Plugin Configuration User Interface is accessible from “RP9 Workstation Parameters”, “User Interface 
Plug-Ins”. When you double-click on the list entry “Global Blue OneInterface v3.0.5 – Configuration”, the 
Plugin opens its Configuration Interface form. 

Like all Plugin’s forms, it is not a ‘standard window’ with a ‘standard title bar/system menu’. It is a borderless 
window featuring a customized large title bar and icon, that you can drag to move the form around, like the 
standard OS title bar. 

Unlike almost all others Plugin forms, it is a resizable form, and can be resized with the sides or bottom 
grips, or the lower-right and lower-left corner grip (the upper form border cannot be used for resizing). 
Alternatively, you can double-click on the title bar to maximize the form to the entire Desktop Work Area 
(excluding task bar). The only other form that is resizable or maximizable in a similar way is the 
Consolidation form. All other forms of this Plugin are auto-sized form, and will display centered based on the 
previously displayed form or the Desktop Area for the first-level forms. 

On the bottom panel are the OK and Cancel buttons closing this Configuration module, respectively saving 
and not saving the Plugin Configuration Tree values (for Desk and Shop). Other changes already made in 
other parts of the configuration are saved in the Database on the fly, and Cancel will not revert those values. 

 

 

 

  

1:Main Parameter Keys 3:Config Panel Selection 

4:Main Plugin Configuration Tree Panel 2:Config Group Navigation Panel 
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1: Main Parameter Keys 

The Config UI always shows the “Main Parameter Keys” on its top right band just below the Title Bar, 
showing which Workstation ID is used to load the configuration set, and the other Keys that derive from it: 
DeskID/ShopID/Country, and the Subsidiary (SBS) last used by this workstation.  

The DeskID/ShopID default to 0 until the TFS setup is run: Initialization+Automatic Configuration, both 
needing the Activation Code, POS ID, and of course the OneInterface Connection parameters. Essentially 
the GetDeskConfiguration message will provide a unique DeskID, and Shop/Country ID, which will be used 
at this point as Key for saving the other configuration parameters. 

The SBS value is 0 until some TFS or PAY function is run, at which point the plugin will use the SBS read 
from the invoice document, and store it in the Workstation table. The SBS is necessary in most queries 
concerning RP9 tables, so this allow the Plugin to provide consistent data views from the Config UI even if 
no PAY/TFS Operations has been run since startup. 

2: Config Group Navigation Panel 

The Config UI is very rich and complex, and is divided in Groups of Panels. There are 4 Groups (+1 hidden), 
selectable from the Navigation Bar on the bottom-left part of the form. 

‘Plugin Configuration’ regroups all you steps you need to setup, some of them just once for all Workstations 
using the same Database, some other you’ll need to amend for each Workstation during its first initialization 
procedure. 

‘Automatic Configuration’ is a read-only set of views of the downloaded configuration for TFS. You can go 
there to be certain that initialization executed correctly, and check these crucial data impacting directly what 
the Plugin will be able to do when using TFS. 

‘Operations & Logs’ are views of what the Plugin has done in the past. 

‘Global Parameters Tables’ are, as the name suggests, static global data that shouldn’t need much changes 
from one setup to the other, being an alternative to hard-coded constants, but possibly (using DB tools), to 
alter some key functions of the Plugin or adapt more easily to some special versions of OneInterface. Such 
changes are not allowed from the Plugin UI, but you can view these data here. 

3: Config Panel Selection 

This is the list of Panels in the selected Group. Click on one to display it on the center/right side. 

4: Main Plugin Configuration Tree Panel 

The Main Configuration Panel, also called ‘Config Tree View’, is the heart of the Plugin Functional 
Parameters. This is where are set the various options that adapts the Solution (Plugin+OneInterface+GB 
Servers) to the RP9 environment, hardware, and customer needs, from the plugin side. This is what is saved 
when one click OK. 

We’ll detail further this important part in a later chapter: 
V. Core Modules & Functional Configuration \ A. Configuration Tree 

5: Shop Details Toggle Button 

This is the button on the far top-right side (blue arrow), in the ‘Main Parameter Keys’ Panel. It is always 
displayed, and allows the Shop Details Panel to expand or collapse. 

6: Shop Details Panel  

Display Shop Information details, retrieved from TFS server during first initialization. 
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2. TFS Configuration Updates 

Entering this view automatically expand the Shop Details Panel. Below it will appear the status of the 
Automatic Updates for TFS configuration, for all four classes of TFS messages/configuration set. 

 

 

7: Force TFS Config  

This button and the checkbox on its side will trigger an Automatic Update, which will connect to OneInterface 
and send all the messages class that are past their scheduled ‘Next Attempt’ date. The check box can force 
the Plugin to send the four messages without waiting. 

8: TFS Config Message 

This is the XML Request main element 

9: Config Validity Group 

Each message has a validity Group, either Desk or Country in which case the DeskID / Country Code is 
displayed in the Group column, or no Group (Impacts all workstations). The first Workstation of a Group to 
update the Group configuration impacts all others.  

10: Last Update  

This is the status of the last attempt to update this configuration set 

11: Update Period  

This is the number of days between two successful updates for this message kind. 

12: Next Attempt Date & Time  

Upon success, the Next Attempt is set to the date of successful operation plus the Update Period. In case of 
failure, the period depends on the Error Count.  

If less than 3 errors, 10 minutes times the Error Count is added (so, first error is retried 10 minutes after, 
second 20 minutes after the second try, and the third attempt will be 30 minutes after that – so 1h after the 
initial try). After 3 tries and less than 6, the period is 1h times the (Error Count-2), so 1h for try #3, then 2h 
later for #4 and then 3h more for try #5 (so 7h after initial attempt). All attempts after that are separated by a 
day (but the time portion is truncated) 

The Automatic Update, like the Retry mechanism of some Operations (ex. a TFS document VOID), will be 
tested whenever the POS is idle in RP9 Receipt module. Idle state is when the mouse has not moved for a 
minute. It is also tested whenever RP9 is started. 

 

8:TFS Config Message 

6:Shop Details 
Panel 

5:Shop Details Toggle Button (Show/Hide) 

9:Config Validity Group for each Message (All/Country/Desk) 7:Force TFS Config 

10:Last Update (Attempt Date/ 
Error/Count/Last Success Date) 

12:Next Attempt Date & Time 

11:Update Period in days 
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3. Workstation 

 

13: Workstation / Desk (and therefore all Config) Association 

This panel show the DeskID associated with each Workstations. By default, the cursor is set to the currently 
active Workstation. Changing the cursor position in the list has no effect until you change the Desk. 

14: Change Desk for the selected Workstation 

You can switch the configuration of the plugin to one of any other Workstation, if you need a peek at some 
parameter for example. You do that by setting the DeskID in the edit box inside the ‘Set Desk ID’ button, 
then click on the button. It will associate the selected Workstation in the list below to this DeskID, and 
activate the Workstation and load all its configuration set. 

As a convenient feature, the original DeskID before the change occurs is put in the button edit box, so if you 
click a second time on it without changing the Workstation cursor, you’ll revert to the original 
Workstation/DeskID association. 

15: Reset Original (Start) Desk ID 

This will force the active Workstation and DeskID to revert to the ones loaded when the Plugin started. 

16: Re-open Datasets 

If you are not sure that all datasets are up-to-date, especially queries that could return values written by 
other running workstations, this button forces all open tables and queries to be refreshed.  

17: RP9 Subsidiary 

This is the RP9 SBS ID last used by this Workstation during any Operation (Pay or TFS). 

  

16:Re-open Datasets 14:Change Desk for the selected Workstation 15:Reset Original (Start) Desk ID 

13:Workstation / Desk (and therefore all Config) Association 

17:RP9 Subsidiary 
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4. Countries 

This is a composite view of the Country configuration, showing at the same time the GB Country table, the 
blocked/preferred status of each from this Workstation (respectively for the current Country and Shop), and 
the match with RP9 Countries, needed when Auto-Fill is performed from the invoice RP9 Customer 
information. 

 

18: Match GB Countries with RP9 Countries 

This button will try to match GB countries with RP9 countries. A match is found if either the Alpha3 code in 
GB table is the same as the Country_Code in RP9 table, or the names are strictly the same. Eventually this 
match can be improved by changing the qryCountries SQL. 

19: Alpha3 Code 

Used as link key with RP9 COUNTRY table, or as input key whenever a country is required in TFS module. 

You can manually edit this value to match with the RP9 Country (needed initially for all Countries with a 
different name in both tables). 

20: RP9 Country Name 

If a match is found, this is the corresponding RP9 country. 

21: Hide Blocked Countries 

If checked, the list below will filter out blocked countries for the current (Host) Country.  

22: Mark Country as Preferred 

When checked, this country item will be displayed on top of the list in TFS module Country selection. This 
parameter is applying at Shop level, and changes apply immediately in the database (and is not reverted on 
Cancel). 

  

20:RP9 Country Name will show if Alpha3 matches its code 
 

18:Tries to Match GB Countries with RP9 Countries 

22:Mark Country as Preferred 

21:Hide Blocked Countries 

19:Set Alpha3 Code to match RP9 Country Codes 
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5. TFS Fields 

This is where TFS module is configured concerning the fields that will be displayed in the UI, to which XML 
message elements they correspond, and which internal component is used as display/input mean. 

Also, for the Customer information, we can set in which RP9 DB field the field value can be found. 

 

23: TFS Field Topic 

Field Topic is a group of fields that are used in a similar way during input/display or message construction. It 
can be Transaction (=Invoice), Product, Customer or Other. The data in the field record is all the Plugin need 
to know to refine the behavior concerning a Field, making the corresponding code more compact and 
maintainable. 

24: Internal Field ID 

This identify the field from Plugin code point of view. For all the fields that don’t have a corresponding 
Component, the field ID is the only thing that tells how to get the information from RP9 data.  

25: TFS Field Name 

Name of the XML element used to store the value in the TFS request. 

26: Internal Component 

‘Name’ of the internal component in TFS form. It is only part of the real name, the Plugin detects 
automatically the right component(s) to handle (it can be a group of components, like a combobox+a label+a 
panel grouping those in a single “logical component”) depending on what it needs to do with the field. 

This mechanism is the root of the auto-size/auto-layout capability of the TFS form to adapt to the fields 
selected for display/input, and the user screen real estate.  

27: Country Specific Field Requirements 

You can check here which fields are used or required by the system. This should be a Country-related 
configuration, but the way the Requirements set are created at the moment makes it a global configuration 
for the entire database. In case of multiple countries in the same database, needing different TFS field 
requirements, it is possible to tweak the DB directly to create a separate Field Requirements set for each 
country (and still be able to share one set with many countries). 

The field ID is used as bit index in the Requirements table for the Displayed/Required field of each topic. E.g. 
the field GoodDescription (Topic=Product, ID=5) will store its Displayed boolean value in the 6th bit of the 
PRODUCT_DISPLAYED Raw Byte Field of GB_FIELD_REQ table. 

28: RP9 Customer Field 

This is the name of the Dataset Field returned by qryCustomer SQL, when a TFS is started on an invoice 
with a known RP9 customer.  

23:TFS Field Topic 24:Internal ID 25:TFS Field Name 26:Internal Component (Input Control) 

27:Country Specific Field Requirements 

28:RP9 Customer Field (to Auto-Fill from Selected Invoice Customer) 
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6. Credit Cards 

This view is the Credit Cards configuration for PAY module. It is a global configuration set, so all SBS should 
use the same CARD_ID for a same GB Card Type, and the Used and Pre-Tx list also are the same for all 
countries/shop/desk. If the need arise, a later version could manage different configuration sets (based 
probably on SBS). 

 

29: GB Card Code 

GB Card identifier use in TX messages. Some codes have a special meaning, like ‘00’ for ‘unknown’ and ‘LY’ 
for ‘Loyalty’. The Plugin makes no distinction between other codes, except their belonging to either of the 
Manual Selection Lists. 

30: Card Logo 

The logo is found in bitmap files in the Plugin Configuration Directory, whose names are based on the GB 
Card Code (e.g. ‘MC.bmp’ for MasterCard). 

31: Card Display Label  

You can freely change any Label here, used only from the PAY module display. As far as storage in the 
Plugin or RP9 tables is concerned, either the GB code or RP9 ID is used. 

32: RP9 Credit Card Match 

Match a GB Card to RP9 Card, used when returning the tender object values to RP9. Without it, the Plugin 
will be able to perform Payment, but RP9 will not display the tender card type in its tender list past the 
original creation of the object (e.g. if you return to the invoice tender details after it has been saved), and 
possibly some reports will lack the ability to group by transaction card types. 

33: Manual Selection Lists 

There are two cases where the Plugin will show a list of cards to select manually (in fact 3, but two are using 
the same list): Before the transaction starts (if the corresponding option is enabled) or in case of Unknown 
code returned by OneInterface / in case of Manual transaction. 

  

30:Card Logo 29:GB Card Code 31:Card Display Label 33:Manual Selection Lists 

32:RP9 Credit Card Match 
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7. TFS Services 

This is a composite view of the TFS configuration concerning the Services and Payment Methods (Desk 
specific on the Plugin level) 

34: Services for the current Desk 

A header line describes the Service (GB ID, Description and Minimum Purchase). 

35: Service Payment Methods 

For each Service, the authorized Payment methods are listed. Note that in the current Plugin version, the 
Credit Card methods (ID=1) are filtered out when proposed to the user in TFS module (until the card 
input/encoding is properly managed) 

 

 

  

34:Services for the current Desk 
 

35:Service Payment Methods 
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8. Country Specifics 

These are the other TFS automatic configuration tables, which apply to all Desk/Shop of a same Country. 

36: VAT Rates 

VAT Rates configuration is critical to perform TFS. You can check here that the declared VAT Rates coming 
from GB server are corresponding to RP9 VAT Rates configuration. 

Maybe in a future release, this view will display a logical match between GB VAT Rates and RP9 Tax 
Area/Name/Percent, just to make sure that all RP Tax Area have a corresponding VAT Rates in GB system. 

 

37: GB Countries 

This is GB list of countries and related information. Note the Alpha2 code (e.g. ‘UK’ for 826/‘GBR’/’United 
Kingdom’) which is a commonly used code for countries, not provided currently by the OneInterface system. 
Still, the Plugin is already capable of getting this information from GB GlobalConfiguration message in 
‘AlpCode2’ attribute, for an eventual upgrade in OneInterface UPI. Then, it could be used in some lookup as 
an alternative for Numeric(ISO) or Alpha3 code. 

 

38: Tax Refund Eligibility Detection BIN Ranges 

  

36:VAT Rates for the Current Country 
 

37:GB Countries List 

38:Tax Refund Eligibility Detection BIN Ranges  
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9. Plugin Operations 

 

10. Transactions 

 

11. TFS Invoices & Plugin Traces 

Not yet used, these 2 future views will display: 

TFS Invoices 

The list of TFS documents and their status, and the related Invoice. 

Plugin Traces 

Traces (Logs) in DB, to replace and/or complement the already existing log system (file based). DB Logs 
would be slower, but give all the flexibility of a full DBMS to analyse and report a problem in production. 
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12. OneInterface Messages 

 

39: OneInterface Messages and Responses declaration  

40: Internal Message Kind ID 

41: Message Validity Group & Update Period 

13. Currencies 

 

42: Currency Symbol used instead of Alpha3 code 

This currency symbol can be edited, and will mainly be used as a replacement of the Alpha3 currency code 
for printing purpose when using Retail Pro printing engine. 

39:OneInterface Messages and Responses declaration 

40:Internal Message Kind ID 41:Message Validity Group & Update Period 

42:Currency Symbol used instead of Alpha3 code 
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14. Hidden Test Panel 

 

43: Ctrl+Shift+Dbl-Click to Show Test Navigation Panel 

44: Last XML Request & Response (View as XML Tree or Text) 

45: Test Functionalities (undocumented) 

 

  

43:Ctrl+Shift+Dbl-Click to Show 

44:Last XML Response (View as XML Tree or Text) 

44:Last XML Request (View as XML Tree or Text) 
 

45:Test Functionalities (undocumented) 
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V. Core Modules & Functional Configuration 
Having previously explained in details the File-based Configuration and the Integrated Configuration 
Interface, we can further detail the most important part of the Plugin Configuration: The Configuration Tree, 
and how it allows the setting of the Core and Functional Modules parameters. 

A. Configuration Tree 

 

46: Configuration Level 

The Configuration Tree options are described by PluginConfig.xml, and can retain 3 levels of values for each 
option. The values of all options at a certain level are called an Option Set. You can change the Set 
displayed in the Tree with these 3 radio buttons. 

The lowest level is the ‘Default’, coming directly from the XML (‘Default’ attribute). These are the initial values 
for all other levels. 

The next level is the ‘Shop’ level, each Shop_ID being linked to one Option Set that all Workstations of the 
same Shop will share. 

The last level is the ‘Desk’ level, again with one Set linked to each individual Desk_ID. Normally, and 
especially if TFS is used, every Workstation is linked to a unique Desk_ID, and therefore have its own last 
level of Option Set. Ultimately, that is the Desk-Level Set that counts for the Plugin behavior. 

46:Configuration Level 47:Import/Export Buttons 51:Action Buttons 

48:Option Nodes 

49:Option Values 

50:Store Inherited Options 
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47: Import/Export Buttons 

With these buttons, you can load or save the currently displayed Set from/to 'Config.xml' file (in the Plugin 
Directory). The content of the file is exactly the same as the one saved in the Database in the 
GB_DESK_CONFIG or GB_SHOP_CONFIG tables. 

These buttons can therefore be used to quickly duplicate configuration across Desks or Shops which are not 
related by inheritance.  

48: Option Nodes 

These are the nodes of the Tree, each representing one Option – that can be parent to other related 
Options. Some such parent Options can really be only a Group of Options without a value, such as the ‘Main’ 
Option.  

49: Option Values 

Each Option Set inherits by default the values of the level below (also called Parent Set), which means that if 
you change an option in the Parent Set, the same option in the Child Set is updated. 

An Option Node/Value is color coded, to show its inheritance status.  
When viewing the Desk Set, the light pink background identifies the Options that are Shop-Level Only 
options. This means that they can only inherit their value from their Shop parent, and cannot be overridden.  
When the font color is bright blue that means the current Set value is different from the value in the 
immediate parent (from Desk Set compared to Shop Set, or from Shop Set compared to Default Set). 

50: Store Inherited Options 

This is a very special option in the way it has a direct impact on how the Option Set itself is saved in the 
Database. If it’s not enabled (default), then only the values that are different from the Parent Set are saved, 
otherwise ALL values are saved. It means that if later the Parent Set is modified (ex. the Shop configuration 
is modified by another Workstation/Desk), the configuration of the current Desk will be exactly the same next 
time it is reloaded, as it was when it was saved (it will NOT inherit anymore, unless the change in the Shop 
configuration occurs from this Desk). The same rule applies to the Shop configuration if the Default 
configuration is changed in PluginConfig.xml. 

That option should only be used when you have finalized configuration of a Desk and want to be sure that no 
one will inadvertently alter ‘your’ workstation configuration. 

51: Action Buttons 

Some Options have Action Buttons on their right side, to allow convenient access to actions related to the 
values of the Option (or values of the child Options of the group). Such is the case of the ‘Initialize’ action in 
Activation Option, a very important action that needs to be performed manually the first time the Connection 
and Activation parameters are set. 

Another example is the 3 buttons next to Language option, which can perform Loading/Saving/Editing of the 
.UI File named after the Language value of this Option. The last ‘Edit’ action is only enabled if you have 
installed the UIEdit tool, and clicking it automates the forced saving of Language .UI file, launches UIEdit to 
open it, then reload it once UIEdit is closed after saving modifications. 

The last examples of Action Buttons are the ones related to Printer Options. On each case, the right button 
can open the Printer Configuration wizard (either the OS one for PDF printing, or the specific Receipt 
configuration wizard). The left button(s) will attempt to print a test Receipt or PDF. 
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B. OneInterface Communication 

OneInterface Connection parameters are set 
from the Option Tree. By default, as defined 
in PluginConfig.xml, the Plugin will 
communicate with OneInterface using TCP/IP 
Address:Port = localhost:9123 

You can change these values, and then must 
configure the Activation parameters below. 
One Activation Code, unique per Workstation, 
POS and Till IDs must be set.  

 

It might be required that you also change the parameters 
under the ‘Initialize’ section. In this section you’ll find the 
Options flags that must be sent to OneInterface during 
POS Initialization. These flags vary depending on the UPI 
version specified in the .INI file, as it is described in 
PluginConfig.xml file (ex. Loyalty is only supported from 
UPI v3.1 and above). 

Note that these parameters are Shop-Level-only 
parameters (light pink background). 
 

 

You can then click the ‘Initialize’  button to send a first ‘Initialize’ message to OneInterface.  

The Plugin is able to manage protocol differences and supports UPI v3.0.1 and UPI v3.1.0, or any protocol 
version compatible with either of these. It is also capable of telling which TFS protocol version it can handle. 
The protocol configuration comes from .INI file (cf. IV. A. 1. INI File \ Protocols). 
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C. Printing 

1. Receipt Printer Engine 

You can use a Receipt Printer either in Payment or TFS modules.  

If so, make sure the ‘Receipt Printer’ option is 
enabled and configured.  

Open the Configuration Wizard by clicking here.  

 Receipt Printer Configuration Wizard 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

52: Receipt Printer Mode 

The Receipt Printer Engine supports 2 generic driver modes, Windows and 
OPOS, and 2 EPSON or compatible specific modes. It also includes a Virtual 
Printer for tests purpose without a real printer. 

53: Common Engine Parameters 

These options are selectable on all modes. They control how text and barcodes are printed, either using the 
standard printer capabilities, or full-graphic rendering of either/both text and barcodes. 

Text rendering as graphic is a slower (especially on old COM printers) than using the printer internal fonts, 
but the option becomes very useful when you need to print some receipt that needs to be exactly the same 
on a pixel level, with all printers. It uses a Core internal bitmap font, that it can zoom in width and height to 
produce all the font sizes, and font styles (bold and inverse). The Printer Engine also have a smooth 
rendering mode for such zoomed fonts to limit aliasing. 

Barcode printing can either use ESC/POS commands (if the printer supports it), or the internal Printer Engine 
Barcode as graphic option. It is then the Core that will render the barcode, again the same way for all 
printers. The HRI (Human Readable Interpretation) text can be included (default) or excluded from this 
barcode generation. 

54: Specific Mode Parameters 

Each printer Mode will need additional parameters. Some elements might be similar from one mode to the 
next while others are really specific. 

EPSON Printer / Raw Driver 
Both EPSON modes use the ESC/POS protocol to pilot any printer compatible with it. The difference 
between the two modes lies in the communication link (physical and logical) to send the ESC/POS 
commands. EPSON Printer mode is using an internal COM Port driver, while EPSON Raw Driver is using a 
Windows Driver in Raw communication mode (which means that you can send ‘Raw’ commands to the 
printer, Windows Driver being then only an abstraction layer for the communication). While the first is limited 
to old COM ports but do not need the printer to be installed in the POS OS, the second mode offers unlimited 
physical links (COM, LPTR, USB, Ethernet, Bluetooth…). When you have a choice, the later is 

52:Receipt Printer Mode 53:Common Engine Parameters 

54:Specific Mode Parameters 
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recommended, as the COM mode is no longer maintained and provided only as a legacy option to use with 
very old printers. 

With EPSON Raw Driver mode, you have to select the Windows Driver, and the Code Page for ASCII 128-
255 characters. The Compact Line option allows the Printer Engine to change the default interline spacing to 
none, to make long tickets a bit shorter. 

 Windows Driver 
With Windows Driver mode, you have to 
select the Windows Printer Driver. It will show 
the OS Printer selection box, from where you 
can change the printer options. When you 
return to the Printer Configuration Wizard, it 
will read the width and height in pixels for your 
page as you configured it. 

You have then to select the font and sizes for 
the 3 most used ‘ticket font sizes’.  

If your printer does not have internal fonts that 
you can select (ex. FontA22 for EPSON 
‘medium’ font), you’ll probably have to test a 
few Windows fonts to get the best result. It is 

definitely recommended to use only monospaced (console) fonts, and especially ‘Consolas’ if available. 

OPOS Device 
OPOS Mode only needs to know the OPOS 
Device name. You can test connection and 
check device health with the buttons. 

 
 
 

Virtual Printer 

 
 

 
Once you have validated the printer configuration and 
closed the wizard, you can print the test rendered receipt 
in TestPrint.pt file with the other action button: 

<CENTER> 
<IMG>taxfree_std.bmp</IMG> 
Retail Export Scheme (VAT 407) 
 
<INVERSE>STANDARD SERVICE</INVERSE> 
Global Blue UK<SMALL> 
Tel No 00800 32 111 111 |  GWII, Great West House 
Tel No 00421    232 111 |  Great West Road        
Fax +44(0)8707 6669 91  |  Brentford TW8 9HU      
   VAT No. 714 1734 57  |  www.global-blue.com    
</SMALL></CENTER> 
<INVERSE> RETAILER DETAILS            (59200) 
</INVERSE><BC>15114459200399919791</BC> 
<CENTER>1 5 1 1 4 4 5 9 2 0 0 3 9 9 9 1 9 7 9 1 
 
<BOLD>* NOT VALID FOR REFUND *</CENTER></BOLD> 
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2. PDF Printer Engine 

 

 

 

 

PDF Printer Engine is used when a PDF document is sent for printing by OneInterface, for TFS. 

There are 3 Shell integration mode :  

‘print’ to Default  which will start the default application associated with PDF and ‘print’ shell command, 
using the OS default printer and its default configuration. 

‘printto’ Selected  which will start the default application associated with PDF and ‘printto’ shell command, 
using the selected printer and its current configuration. 

Command Line  which will start Acrobat Reader or AcroWrap in command line mode, using the selected 
printer and its current configuration. 

3. Retail Pro DocDesigner Printing Integration 

The Plugin doesn’t call directly the Retail Pro DocDesigner Printing Engine. It merely adds its own fields in 
the Invoice document, either permanently in Database during the initial process (ex. the Tracking Number for 
TFS, or some tender fields for Payment transactions), or temporarily in a XML for printing purpose (all other 
GB <Receipt> fields of Payment transactions). 

The only thing required by RP9 system to allow design and printing of documents using these GB/Plugin 
fields is to declare them in the Receipt (invoice) schema.  

Cf. IV. A. File based Configuration \ 3. ReceiptRTISchema.xml 

D. Log system 

The Log system is configured mainly in GlobalBlue3.INI file. 

Cf. IV. A. File based Configuration \ 1. INI File  

The visual log can be activated also in the Configuration TreeView ( Main \ Show Logs ), on a Workstation 
(Desk ID in fact) basis. That is useful while you are setting up the Plugin or intensive tests, as you’ll be able 
to monitor directly everything the Plugin does, without having to open an external Log viewer.  

E. TFS Options 

The last two sections of this configuration chapter cover the TFS and Payment specific options in the 
TreeView. They are numbered for shortcut reference from the chapters detailing those functionality 
workflows. The option names listed are the PluginConfig.xml elements names, not their display value on the 
TreeView nodes (which can be changed). Still, their relative positions are exactly the same, at least when 
this documentation is written. Refer to PluginConfig.xml if you have a doubt about which name in this 
documentation corresponds to which node/text in your Plugin TreeView.  

Changing any of these option values has an IMMEDIATE effect on the Plugin functions, without need to 
restart Retail Pro 9 – with one exception being the Pay\Loyalty functionality requiring a distinct RP9 plugin 
object to operate (created only during startup). 

1. TFSTimeOut Nb of seconds before TimeOut during TFS operations 

2. Consolidation Consolidation of Invoices on the same TFS Cheque 

3.  ConsolidationPeriodUnit 

4.  ConsolidationPeriod 

Date Frame within which Invoices can be consolidated, in days or months 

5. TFSAutoFill Force use of AutoFill even if Customer is set in invoice 
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F. Payment Options 

In the descriptions below, TX stands for ‘Transaction’, either the current one or a previous (referenced) one. 

TX Operation is including all of OneInterface communication and processing with the EFTPOS up to the TX 
Response message received by the Plugin. 

Pre-TX is whatever happens before the operation with OneInterface (until Transmit is clicked) 

Post-TX is whatever happens after the operation is finished and when OneInterface response is treated. 

Manual TX Mode can replace TX operation with OneInterface to allow direct input from the Plugin interface 
of some TX fields. 

6. PaymentTimeOut Nb of seconds before TimeOut during PAY operations 

7. AutoValidate Auto-click ‘Validate’ button when TX is approved 

8. AutoPrintUpdate Auto-click RP9 ‘Print/Update’ button AFTER tender is added 

IF the remaining ‘Amount Due’ is null. The button must be visible in 

the RP9 tender screen for this to work, and still associated to its 

default key shortcut (F12).  

9.  AutoPrintUpdateDelay You might need to increase the 1s delay before shortcut key is 

sent on slow systems to allow RP9 to perform the invoice 

recalculation enabling the button. 

10. PaymentCancel  Authorize Cancel button even during OneInterface operation 

11. PaymentAmountEdit  Amount can be changed prior to Transmit (if TX context allows it, ex. 

not for TX Void/Refund of a referenced TX) 

12.  PaymentAmountEditCheck  Check that edited amount is not null or above ‘Amount Due’ 

13. PaymentInputRRNRefOnRefund  Always ask RRN Ref of a previous TX when performing a Refund TX. 

14.  PaymentInputRRNRefOnRefund 

Optional  

Refund will continue without RRN Ref if input is canceled.  

If not optional, Refund TX is canceled with RRN Ref input. 

15. PaymentBarcodeRef  Manages Barcode Reference, automatically asked for all Refund TX 

when TX starts. If Barcode Input is canceled, the TX continues in 

MANUAL mode – if allowed – or breaks. 

16. PaymentAllowOffline  Display ‘Offline’ pre-TX button  

17. PaymentManualEntryRequired  Display ‘Manual card entry’ (on EFTPOS) pre-TX button 

18. PaymentVoiceReferralMaxLength  Maximum length in chars for the Voice Referral Authorization 

19. PaymentVoiceReferralCancelWarning  Ask confirmation when canceling a Voice Referral Prompt 

20. PaymentSaveVoiceRefOnCancel  Save Voice Referral data for future re-try if Prompt is canceled 

21.  PaymentSaveVoiceRefField Field used to store these Voice Referral data 

22. ReplaceRefundWithVoid  

23.  TryRefundIfVoidFails  

Perform VOID operation instead of REFUND 

and in this case, if VOID fails try a REFUND operation 

CardTypes  Cf. IV. B. 6. Credit Cards 

24.  AskCardTypeOnTXStart  Ask Pre-TX Card Type 

25.  AskCardTypeIf00  Ask Card Type when received ’00:Unknown’ from OneInterface 

26. ManualMode  Allow Manual TX Mode 

27.  PaymentCanGoManual  Display the ‘Manual’ button pre-TX (no need for Transmit+Error) 

28.  ManualModeShowWarning  Show a warning before going willingly in Manual Mode 

29.  ManualModeInputPAN_Exp  Input PAN last 4 digits and Expiry date 

30.  ManualBarcodeRefOptional  Input a Barcode Reference for Refund TX 

31. Instalment  Display ‘Instalment’ button in Manual Mode  

32.  InstalmentFromPOSInput  Display ‘Instalment’ pre-TX button 

33. Loyalty  

34.  LoyaltyTender  

Manages Loyalty TX tender    (changing these options requires restart) 

RP9 tender type used for GB Loyalty (default=Debit Card) 

35. GenerateRemark  

36.  RemarkFormula  

Use the Remark field of tenders to personalize their display in RP9 

Cf. VIII. Supplementary notes \ C. Remark field construction functions 

37. SKUFileGeneration Generate SKU file generation after each saved invoice 
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VI. Payment Functionality 
A. Tender Processing (Sale or Refund) 

1. Invoice Tender List 

The Payment functionality starts from the Invoice Tender List component in RP9 Receipt Layout. 

 

55: OneInterface Credit Card Tender Button 

Depending on the context and RP9 configuration, you will see some tender types that can be used to pay or 
be refunded. If it is available, the Credit Card tender is managed by the Plugin Pay functionality, and will start 
a new transaction if the corresponding Tender Button is clicked. 

56: Tender Amount (Taken or Given) 

After the processing of the transaction, the Plugin will return the new tender properties to RP9, which will in 
turn display (part of) these properties in the Tender List: An amount in either Taken (Sale) or Given (Refund) 
columns, and a description in Comment column. 

57: Tender Description 

The Tender Description is usually generated by RP9 using parts of the Tender non-empty fields such as 
Card PAN, Exp. Date, Authorization, Reference etc… But if the Tender as returned by the Plugin defines a 
‘Remark Field’, this field ONLY is displayed. We use that RP9 functionality to control the generated string 
displayed here, if the corresponding option is chosen (35:GenerateRemark). 

Cf. VIII. Supplementary notes \ C. Remark field construction functions 

 

Depending on the “Amount Due” in RP9 Invoice, clicking on the Credit Card tender button will either start a 
SALE (if Amount Due >0) or REFUND (Amount Due <0) operation. While the flow of SALE and REFUND 
can differ, the interface is the same and they share common steps in the flow.  

We describe first the SALE operation then we will explain the differences in REFUND. 

2. Normal Sale 

Pre-TX (start of transaction) 
If option 24. AskCardTypeOnTXStart is enabled, any TX starts with 
the pre-selection of the Credit Card Type. It will be sent to 
OneInterface in the request. 

Without this option, the Transaction Form is displayed immediately. 

 

 

 

 

 

55:OneInterface Credit Card Tender Button 

56:Tender Amount (Taken or Given) 

57:Tender Description 
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Transaction Form 

 

 

58: Tender Operation 

In this area is displayed the Transaction type (SALE / REFUND / VOID) and eventually below the reference 
of the Transaction being refunded or voided. 

59: Tender Amount Edit 

You can edit the amount before sending it to OneInterface (and then the EFTPOS), if Option 
11.PaymentAmountEdit is selected, and the context allows it (not for referenced VOID/REFUND). 

60: Status Message 

Here will be displayed the last Transaction status message, ultimately the response text from OneInterface. 

61: Tender Properties Panel 

This panel will display the tender properties as they will be sent to or received from OneInterface, or edited in 
Manual Mode.  

62: Tender Options (Toggle) Buttons 

Optionally, some ‘toggle buttons’ can be displayed to allow the input/process of additional information, either 
in Pre-TX or Manual Mode. 

When they are clicked, their ‘selected’ checkbox switches state. Some additional data input and processing 
could then appear in the flow (ex. when clicking Transmit) if those options are selected. 

Cf. Options (respectively for ‘Instalment’, ‘Key Card’ and ‘Offline’ buttons): 
31. Instalment 
17. PaymentManualEntryRequired 
16. PaymentAllowOffline 

63: Tender Actions Buttons 

The lower part of the Transaction form is the Actions Buttons panel, which control the main flow steps of the 
Transaction process.  

You can almost always Abort and return to RP9 invoice tender list. You can’t if option 10. PaymentCancel is 
not enabled AND you are transmitting a request to OneInterface or waiting its response. 

You can go into Manual Mode if it is enabled (option 26. ManualMode), and you have received a negative 
Response from OneInterface OR directly before Transmit if option 27. PaymentCanGoManual is enabled. 

The right-most button is ‘Transmit’ button, or ‘Retry’ which does exactly the same. 

  

58:Tender Operation 

60:Status Message 

63:Tender Actions Buttons 

61:Tender Properties Panel 

59:Tender Amount Edit 
 

62:Tender Options (Toggle) Buttons 
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Operation (Transmit) 
When you click the ‘Transmit’ or ‘Retry’ button, you start the Operation with OneInterface and the EFTPOS. 

If some Tender Options (Toggle) Buttons (62) are 
activated, additional information can be asked at this 
stage. For example, this input is displayed if Offline 
option is selected. 
The Manual Entry option does not require any 
additional input. 
The Installment option triggers a very specific, 
configurable interface, which is not yet fully 
implemented in V3 plugin. 
 

 

The Plugin prepares the request and send it, 
showing this status message while waiting for 
the response.  

 

 
 
 
The countdown before a Time-Out occurs is 
displayed here. 
 
 

If allowed (10. PaymentCancel), a click on the Abort button 
will make the Plugin stop listening, with a Warning. 

If you click Cancel the Plugin continues listening. 

If you click Ok on this warning, it will break the listening of 
OneInterface response and propose to Retry or go to 
Manual Mode as if an Error is received from OneInterface. 

 

 

Error from OneInterface 
 

If an error occurs within the Bank system, the 
EFTPOS, OneInterface, or even the Plugin 
during the Operation, the best comprehensive 
status message available is displayed (most of 
the time coming directly from OneInterface 
response).  
 

You can then Retry or go to Manual Mode, or 
Abort the transaction 
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Manual Mode 
If you choose to enter Manual Mode, 
you can be prompted for confirmation  

(Option 28. ManualModeShowWarning) 

 
 

 

Depending on your options, the Manual Mode 
can be asking for additionally required fields in 
the Tender Properties Panel  
(option 29. ManualModeInputPAN_Exp), or use 
a ‘fast path’ asking only the card type. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

64: Card Type Selection 

You can click on the Card button to dispay the Card Type Selection 
prompt. It will also display automatically when the Manual Mode is on 
its Fast Path. 

You can return to this Card Type Selection as long as you want until 
you Validate all the fields. 

65: Card/TX additional fields 

If these fields are asked, you MUST enter the Card PAN & Expiry Date 
fields. Authorization Code is not mandatory, but will be asked only if 
Card details are required. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you have entered all the mandatory 
fields, the Validate button becomes enabled, 
ending the Manual Mode Transaction. 

65:Card/TX additional fields 
 

64:Card Type Selection 
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If both options 15. PaymentBarcodeRef and  
30. ManualBarcodeRefOptional are checked, the 
Manual TX Validation ends with the input of the 
Barcode Reference for this TX, if available (ex. printed 
on a ticket by the EFTPOS). It is not mandatory 
anyway, and canceling this input will just continue with 
the Validated step. 

 
 
 

Transaction Validated (either from OneInterface or Manual Mode) 
 

If a Transaction Rendered Receipt is received 
from OneInterface, it is printed just before this 
screen appears. 

 

In most configurations, this screen will be 
skipped, the Transaction form being closed 
automatically when the Operation or Manual 
Mode is successfully ended.  
(option 7. AutoValidate) 

Otherwise, the Plugin will wait a click on Ok 
button to close the Payment Transaction Form 
and return the tender values to Retail Pro 9. 

 

 

Tender added to Retail Pro 9 Invoice 
The tender is added to RP9 tender list. 

In the present sample, RP9 is displaying some of 
the tender fields using its own algorithm, as the 
Remark field is not set to override this display. 

You can see that the Auth# code is not the real 
Authorization but the TX Reference (or date/time 
stamp in Manual Mode), which will be eventually 
used to retrieve the TX response and fields for 
printing purpose or another operation with this 
TX as reference (Void or Refund). 

If the ‘Amount Due’ is 0 and option 8. AutoPrintUpdate is enabled, then the invoice will be automatically 
saved and printed just after this last step (using a Thread to emulate the pressing of the F12 shortcut key 
OUTSIDE the Plugin thread, after control has returned to RP9). 
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3. Refund 

If option 15. PaymentBarcodeRef is checked, a refund 
TX will ask for input of the Barcode Reference of a 
transaction. It will show up immediately after the 
Transaction Form is displayed, on top of it. 

If this Barcode Reference is canceled, the Manual 
Mode is automatically triggered. 

 

 

With option 13. PaymentInputRRNRefOnRefund, a 
similar prompt is popped up just after the Transmit 
button is clicked, to input the RRNRef of the refunded 
TX, if not available (it is when reversing an invoice). 

If the input of RRNRef is canceled, the option  
14. PaymentInputRRNRefOnRefundOptional decides if 
Refund TX can continue or not. If it can, it does not 
have to be a Manual transaction like in Barcode 
Reference case. 

 

All other steps in a Refund TX flow are the same as in a Sale TX. 

B. Tender Deletion (VOID) 

A tender can be deleted in 
an invoice before it is 
saved, by displaying the 
tender details screen and 
clicking the Delete 
(selected) or Delete All 
button. 

If the tender has been 
manually entered, it can 
be deleted automatically. 

 

 
In other case, it must be deleted through 
OneInterface. The VOID TX type is displayed 
with a Reference taken from the tender to 
delete. 

The amount is not editable in this case, and 
Transmit button is automatically clicked. 

With the option to not auto-close the TX form 
upon success from OneInterface, the VOID 
operation ends with the display of its fields.  

When the TX Form is closed, the tender 
selected in the Invoice Tender List is deleted. 
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C. Invoice Reversal 

When an invoice is reversed from RP9 Receipt list or form View, the 
Plugin searches in all the Invoice Tenders if there are Credit Cards. 

It displays a warning\confirmation message just before starting the 
Operation. 

If all TX of an invoice can be Refunded, then the Plugin will allow 
RP9 to continue with the invoice Reversal. 

We’ll see with TFS that if the Invoice is also linked to a TFS cheque, 
the cheque must be voided before the invoice can be reversed. 

D. Invoice Print/Reprint 

If OneInterface is configured to send Rendered Receipts, then TX receipts are printed directly within the 
Operation processing. They cannot be reprinted after that (they could probably be reprinted if that 
functionality becomes really needed, as the whole Rendered Receipt is stored in the database). 

If OneInterface send Receipts XML elements, there is no distinct receipt for each TX (in case of split 
payment) or customer/merchant copy, but all the TX fields can be printed in the Invoice document using 
DocDesigner engine. Such Invoice document can be printed at will, the Plugin always completing the fields 
in the XML document sent to DocDesigner engine. 
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VII. TFS Functionality 
A. Entry points 

1. Emit, Delete & Reprint TFS Cheque: Manually or TRED 

TFS functionality is available manually from Receipts list or form view, by clicking on a 
button you can add in Retail Pro 9 GUI (usually a sidebar, but it could be put anywhere 
in form view). The button will act (mainly) on the currently selected invoice (in the list 
view) or the one opened in the form view. If the invoice is in edit mode, the button will appear to do nothing 
but in fact activate a flag which will trigger automatically the TFS process once the invoice is saved. If the 
invoice is already in Browse state, then the TFS process starts immediately. 

The same function can be triggered when a new invoice is saved, if at least one Credit Card tender has been 
used with Payment functionality of the Plugin and Tax Refund Eligibility Detection (TRED) system found out 
that a Credit Card used has been emitted from a country eligible for Tax Refund of items purchased in the 
current (POS) country. If that is the case, a prompt asks for confirmation to launch TFS functionality right 
after the invoice is saved. 

By essence, TRED entry point can only lead to TFS emission on a fresh invoice, while Manual entry point 
can lead to all functionalities (emit, delete, re-print).  

In all following documentation, we don’t make further distinction between the 2 entry points. Only the state of 
the currently selected/opened invoice matters to determine which actions are possible when the TFS 
process is started. 

2. Delete TFS Cheque from Invoice Reversal 

The only other plugin entry point for TFS is the Invoice Reversal event. When an invoice is reversed (voided) 
Retail Pro 9 is telling the Plugin actions must be taken and asking if it can continue the reversal. As in 
Payment Functionality detecting the Credit Card tenders that need to be voided/refunded, TFS detects if the 
invoice being reversed is linked to a TFS Cheque. If that is the case, the Delete Cheque functionality is 
triggered and reversal will only be allowed to continue if it succeeds. 

Note that TFS Cheque Deletion in this Invoice Reversal scenario will occur BEFORE the Payment reversal 
management. If the Invoice Reversal fails at the Payment refund stage, and a TFS Cheque was present at 
the beginning, it will be deleted already in the Invoice document even if Retail Pro 9 is not allowed to 
continue reversal. 

In all following documentation, we won’t make a distinction between the Cheque Deletion triggered Manually 
and the Cheque Deletion triggered automatically during Invoice Reversal.  

3. TFS Process ‘Main Entry Point’ 

Whatever the entry point in the Plugin interface with RP9, all TFS-related process flows comes through a 
unique functional Main Entry Point, which only has the ‘Main invoice’ RP9 DB SID as entry parameter.  
Its responsibility is to perform all the common controls and route to either of the possible functions:  

• Cheque Emission for Invoices not already linked with a TFS Cheque Doc-ID (stored in Invoices 
‘Tracking Number’ field),  

• Cheque Deletion or Re-Print for invoices linked with a same TFS Cheque (read from the Main invoice) 

If the Invoice on which you triggered TFS functionality is valid (regular sale, no special flag in RP9 DB like 
reversed), it will be added to the ‘TFS Invoice List’ along with all the invoices linked to the same TFS 
Cheque. This list of invoices (which usually will contain only the ‘Main Invoice’) is what the following TFS 
processes will act upon. 

A few controls are made by the plugin, after the validity of the initial invoice, which might eventually end with 
the display of an error message and the break of the TFS process. The most common being an ‘Invoice too 
old’ message. Cf. option 4. ConsolidationPeriod to change the TFS validity period. 

We’ll otherwise consider that the ‘TFS Invoice List’ contains 1-N invoices ‘Valid’ for TFS, linked to the same 
Cheque Doc-ID or to none. 
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B. Emit a TFS Cheque 

Cheque emission can only happen on Invoice (List) not already linked to a TFS Cheque. 

1. Using a single invoice 

 

 

 

 

 

66: Main Invoice 

This is the currently selected invoice in Receipt list/form view. The TFS Button will start its process with it.  

67: TFS Button  

It has been added to the top bar of Receipt list, but it could be put elsewhere in Receipt list and/or form 
views. 

Traveler Auto-Fill 
When you start a TFS Issuing process, if 
there is no customer attached to the invoice 
(‘Bill To’), the Plugin will propose 
automatically to load Customer information 
from GB TFS servers. 

The user can find the Traveler using either: 

- a GlobalBlue or ISO Card token 

- a Nationality+Passport token 

- or a Mobile Phone token. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the token is found, all the Traveler information 
are filled in the TFS form, and  the user (Shop 
Assistant) is required to check the Identity of the 
Traveler. 

 

67:TFS Button 

66:Main Invoice 
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68: Auto-Fill token ID 

When the form has been filled with Traveler information from GB TFS server, the token ID used to retrieve 
those fields is displayed in the top-right corner of Customer Information panel. 

69: Customer Fields 

The customer fields in this group, filled with Auto-Fill, are not editable. They even won’t be used during 
issuing, the Traveler token ID will be sent instead. 

If not coming from Auto-Fill, those fields are editable and sent during issuing. 

 

RP9 Customer / Manual Edition 
 

If there is a ‘Bill-to’ customer associated 
to the Invoice, the Customer/Traveler 
information are loaded from RP9 
database. 
 
If customer information can’t be loaded 
from RP9 nor from Auto-fill, the TFS 
form starts with empty fields. 
 
Even if customer is retrieved from RP9 
DB, TFS Issuing could require manual 
completion or correction of some 
mandatory fields. 
  

68:Auto-Fill token ID 

69:Customer Fields 

70:Additional Fields 

72:Issue TFS Cheque 
 

70:Additional Fields 

73:Consolidate Button 
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Form completion and Issuing 
70: Additional Fields 

These fields are always editable (as long as they have been included in the layout, cf. IV. B. 5. TFS Fields) 

71: Refund Service/Method 

The customer can sometime have a choice from more than one Refund Service, and can also specify its 
preferred Refund Method. When selecting a Refund Method, some new fields can appear below the 
combobox. 

72: Issue TFS Cheque 

When the form is completed, the user can click the Print button to issue the TFS Cheque. 

 

 

Before the request is sent, the mandatory fields are checked and a 
message can appear to force the user to add the missing fields. 

 

 

 If all mandatory fields are valid, the request is sent. 

 

 

When the Issuing operation is accepted, the TFS Cheque is printed, usually as A4 PDF on a standard 
printer. It can also be rendered for receipt printers. 

 

In both case, a screen will display the status of the printing job.  

The monitoring of a Printing job created outside the application 
(PDF are printed by Acrobat Reader) can sometime fail to detect 
the completion of the printing. So if the plugin cannot monitor 
correctly the end of the print job – and close this screen itself, the 
user can click OK or Cancel to tell the Plugin if the TFS Cheque 
has been printed or not. 

 

Depending on the printing status (success or failure), the Plugin saves the document (or the rendered ticket) 
in %PluginDir%\Print\Printed or %PluginDir%\Print\Errors, in case it is required to reprint manually 
the document (without re-issuing). The document names start with the date/time of issuing, and can contain 
the name of the traveler. 

 

In any case, the TFS form is closed and control is returned to Retail Pro 9, with the invoice now linked to the 
TFS Doc-ID in its Tracking Number field, and the amount of tax refunded in the ‘Tax Rebate’ amount. 
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2. Using consolidation of many invoices 

Let’s start with 3 invoices from the same customer, one of which has a low amount, below the minimum for 
TFS issuing. 

 
 
 
When we start the TFS issuing process on this 
invoice, the Plugin prompt a message explaining 
that it is not possible unless this invoice is treated 
with other invoices in a single TFS Cheque. 
 
 

73: Consolidate Button 

In this scenario, we are forced to use the Consolidation feature. But it is always possible to do that from a 
normal Issue started with one valid invoice (and sufficient amount), by clicking on the Consolidate button. 

Consolidation Form 
 

 

 
 

74: Valid (Available) Invoice List 

This is the list of invoices available for Consolidation. Notice the green arrowhead  indicating which invoice 
is the Main one. In the same column, you’ll see the selection mark  for the other invoices in the TFS List. 
You can select invoices in this list with the checkbox on the left, and click Add. It is not enough to select 
invoices and click Consolidate, the invoices needs to be in the TFS List below to be taken into account. 
 

 

75:TFS Invoice List 77:TFS List actions 

76:Invoice Filters 74:Valid (Available) Invoice List 
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75: TFS Invoice List 

This is the list of invoices that will be used for issuing the TFS Cheque. You can select invoices in this list 
with the checkbox on the left, and click Remove. You can also promote an invoice in the list as the Main one. 

76: Invoice Filters 

By default, the available invoices are filtered to show only invoices from the same Customer. Strict Customer 
is available if the Main invoice has a linked Bill-to Customer, you can uncheck it to filter by customer using 
Family name, or Zip/Country of residence. 

You can also filter the invoice list using the workstation where it has been created, the invoice number or its 
date of creation. 

77: TFS List actions  

Use these buttons to Add or Remove selected  invoices, or set the Main invoice. 
 

 

Consolidation and Issuing 
The total amount of purchased 
items and VAT is the sum of the 
individual invoices. 
 
Regrouping invoices not only 
allow some small invoices tax to 
be refunded, but also reduce the 
costs induced by the solution for 
each individual invoices/TFS 

Cheque compared to only one Cheque grouping them all. 
 
The rest of the TFS Issuing procedure is exactly the same as when only one invoice is concerned. 
At the end of the Issuing procedure, all the invoices selected for consolidation are updated with the same 
TFS Doc ID, and the refunded tax amount is proportionally divided between the invoices.  
 

 

Then you can click Consolidate button to close 
this screen and return to the main TFS form. 
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C. Delete or Reprint a TFS Cheque 

If an Invoice (List) is linked to a TFS Cheque, there are 2 possible actions: Delete or Reprint. Both will impact 
all the invoices in the list in a single TFS operation. 

 

 

        

 

 

 

Clicking on either action except Cancel will call the 
corresponding TFS Operation, and can end with an error 
message or a success.  

There is no confirmation of success in the case of 
Re-Issue as a successful Re-Issue operation would have   
gone through the Printing process of the TFS Document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In both case if the operation succeeds, as for the initial Cheque Emission, the TFS process ends with the 
update of ‘Tax Rebate’ and ‘Tracking Number’ fields of all invoices in the TFS list. 

TFS Response Process, Printing of new TFS Document 
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VIII. Supplementary notes 
A. Quick Plugin Installation Guide 

B. Fields mapping 

This list all the RP9 fields that are impacted by the Plugin, for each Functional Module 

1. TFS 

Two invoice fields can be saved or cleared during TFS operations  

Tracking Number = TFS Doc ID  

Tax Rebate  = amount refunded 

2. PAY 

The Pay module can write directly in only one invoice field, if Option 20. PaymentSaveVoiceRefOnCancel is 
chosen, as specified in Option 21. PaymentSaveVoiceRefField. 

The Pay module does not write any RP9 tender field directly but passes their values to RP9 before it creates 
the new tender in the invoice document. The plugin will have impact only on tenders of types it manages: 
Credit Card, and eventually the one used for Loyalty (Cf. Options 33. Loyalty and 34. LoyaltyTender). 

The fields in tender RP9 object are 

Amount  

CardPresent  (Boolean) = TX is NOT manual 

CardNormalSale  (Boolean) =TX is a SALE operation 

CardType  = RP9 DB CARD_ID 

CardName  = RP9 DB CARD_NAME 

CardExpDate  

AccountNumber  = Card PAN 

Authorization  = GB TX REFERENCE (or date/time for manual TX) 

Remark  (40 Chars)= Generated description, if option is set. 

The only tricky field is the Authorization which DO NOT store the ‘AuthCode’ from OneInterface, but a unique 
key to link the GB tender record with our own record in GB_TRANSACTION table. We can’t use the RP9 
tender ‘Reference’ field for that as RP9 is BLOCKING reversal of invoices containing Tenders with a non-null 
‘Reference’. It is supposedly because their default CC tender management cannot handle reversal.  

So Authorization field has been rerouted to store the Plugin reference link instead. 

Which means that the default RP9 display will display something like ‘Auth:Reference_Or_DateTime’ but that 
is NOT the Authorization Code. That is when Remark field functionality comes into play to lessen the impact 
on tenders displayed by RP9 (but with a 40 chars limitation). 

When the invoice is printed though, the Plugin will replace AuthCode and Reference RP9 fields with their 
correct values, so you don’t have to worry about this trick for printed documents. 

 

 

 

Other data handled by the Plugin are stored in a separate Database (really just a separate set of Tables in 
the same Oracle instance used by RP9). Some of these extra fields can be printed using RP9 printing 
engine, as described in ReceiptRTISchema, and listed when using DocDesigner. 
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C. Remark field construction functions 

The ‘Remark’ field is a RP9 tender field, which can be filled by the Plugin alongside other Key values when the TX is performed. This Remark Field has a major 
role in RP9 way to display a tender in an invoice tender list. If the Remark Field is empty, then RP9 will display the other Key values using its own field order and 
decoration. 

If it is NOT empty, then RP9 displays its content as a REPLACEMENT for all other display. So, a functionality has been designed to allow the CONSTRUCTION 
of this Remark field with content from the other TX fields. This is especially wanted since otherwise RP9 will display a ‘wrong’ value for Authorization (we store 
there the real TX Reference). 

The functions and fields below can be combined to generate the Remark field of RP9 tender. 

The resulting string is limited to 40 chars, and if the construction formula returns more, the end will be truncated. 

Function  
(Pascal built-in) 

Parameters Return type Description 

Abs (x:Integer) Integer the absolute value of an integer 
Chr (x: Byte) Char the ASCII Character of value x 
Copy ( Source : string; StartChar, Count : Integer )  String creates a new string from part of an existing string 
Date  TDateTime  returns the current date in the local time zone 
DateTimeToStr ( DateTime : TDateTime ) String Converts TDateTime date and time values to a string 
DateToStr ( DateTime : TDateTime ) String Converts a TDateTime date value to a string 
DayOfWeek ( DateTime : TDateTime ) Integer Gives day of week index for a TDateTime value 
EncodeDate ( Year, Month, Day : Word ) TDateTime  
EncodeTime ( Hour, Min, Sec, MSec : Word ) TDateTime  
FloatToStr ( Value : Float ) String Convert a floating point value to a string 
Format ( Formatting : string; Data : array of const ) String Rich formatting of numbers and text into a string 
FormatDateTime ( Formatting : string; DateTime : TDateTime ) String Rich formatting of a TDateTime variable into a string 
FormatFloat ( Formatting : string; Value : Float ) String Rich formatting of a floating point number into a string 
Frac ( Number : Float ) Float the fractional part of a floating point number 
IncMonth ( StartDate : TDateTime {; NumberOfMonths : 

Integer = 1} ) 
TDateTime Increments a TDateTime variable by a number of months (1 by 

default) 
IntToHex ( DecimalValue : Integer; MinimumWidth : Integer ) String Convert an Integer into a hexadecimal string 
IntToStr ( Number : Integer ) String Convert an integer into a string 
IsLeapYear ( Year : Word ) Boolean Returns true if a given calendar year is a leap year 
Length ( SourceString : string ) Integer the number of characters in SourceString 
LowerCase ( SourceString : string ) String Change upper case characters in a string to lower case 
Now  TDateTime Gives the current date and time 
Odd ( Number : Integer ) Boolean Tests whether an integer has an odd value 
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Function  
(Pascal built-in) 

Parameters Return type Description 

Ord ( Arg : Char ) Integer Provides the Ordinal value of a character ( its ASCII value ) 
Pos ( Needle, HayStack : string ) Integer Find the position of one string in another 
Random ( LimitPlusOne : Integer ) Integer generates random numbers in the range 0 <= Number < 

LimitPlusOne  
Round ( Value : Float ) Integer Rounds a floating point number to an integer 
StrToDate ( Date : String ) TDateTime attempts to convert a date as a string into a TDateTime value 
StrToDateTime ( DateTime : String ) TDateTime attempts to convert a date plus time as a string into a TDateTime 

value 
StrToFloat ( FloatString : string ) Float attempts to convert a string to a float value 
StrToInt ( IntegerString : string )  Integer attempts to convert a string to an integer value 
StrToIntDef ( IntegerString : string; Default : Integer ) Integer attempts to convert a string to an integer value or returns a 

default value if conversion fails 
StrToTime ( Time : string ) TDateTime attempts to convert a time as a string into a TDateTime value 
Time  TDateTime Gives the current time 
TimeToStr ( Time : TDateTime ) String Converts a TDateTime time value to a string 
Trim ( Text : String ) String Removes leading and trailing blanks from a string 
TrimLeft ( Text : String ) String Removes leading blanks from a string 
TrimRight ( Text : String ) String Removes trailing blanks from a string 
Trunc ( Value : Float ) Integer The integer part of a floating point number 
UpperCase ( SourceString : string ) String Change lower case characters in a string to uppercase 
    
Function  
(Plugin specific) 

Parameters Return type Description 

ConcatWithSpace ( Space, Str1 [, Str2, .., Str20 ] : String ) String Concat string parameters (up to 20) if not empty, spacing them 
with the first parameter 

Decorate ( Str, Prefix [,Postfix=''] ) String Concat a non empty string with a prefix and optionally a postfix 
Select ( index: Integer; Str1[,Str2,..,Str20] : String ) String Select ONE of the string parameters (up to 20) by index (0..19) 
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Default formula : 

ConcatWithSpace(' ',Select(ServiceType,'DEBT','VOID','CRDT'),Select(IsManualInput,'','Man'),Decorate(Reference,'Ref:'), 
Decorate(Auth_Code,'AC:'),Decorate(CardPAN_Last4,'PAN:'),Decorate(CardExpShort,'Exp:'),InstallmentFormat) 
 

Result (with examples above) : 

DEBT Ref:12456678445 AC:6554566 PAN:x589 Exp:08/12 ISTLMNT36 

 

 

    
Fields  
(Global variables) 

Example Return type Description 

ServiceType 0 Integer (0..2) 0=Debit(Purchase) 1=Void(Purchase/Refund) 2=Credit(Refund) 
DateTime 25/12/2012 15:50:45 TDateTime Date+Time of transaction 
Reference 12456678445 String  
Auth_Code 6554566 String  
Barcode_Ref  String Barcode Reference number (! Long !) 
TraceNumber  String  
CardType MASTER String Full card type name 
CardExp 08/2012 String Full card expiration date MM/YYYY 
CardExpShort 08/12 String Short card expiration date MM/YY 
CardPAN_Last4 x589 String Only the last 4 digits 
IsManualInput 0 Bool int(0/1) 0=Transaction fulfilled with OneI, reference is available 

1=Manual, no ref. 
IsInstallment 1 Bool int(0/1) following fields are Empty(0) or Valid(1) 
InstallmentFormat ISTLMNT36 String Formatted Installment string 
InstallmentType 01 String[2] OneInterface code for installment type 
InstallmentNbPayments 36 Integer Number of months 


